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13.0 OBJECTIVES 

This unit introduces you to the performance of Indian agriculture since independence. 
This will help you to be familiar with the importance of agriculture in Indian economic 
development. Growth process of Indian agriculture in various phases and the factors 
that have influenced productivity growth, are also analysed. After going through this 
unit, students will be able to: 

describe the role of agriculture in economic development; 

discuss the growth performance of Indian agriculture in the pre and post green 
revolution period; and 
discuss the sources of growth of Indian agriculture, especially productivity. 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture is the major sector of the Indian economy because of its contribution to 
the national income as well as employment of workforce. It has also contributed to 
industrialisation by supplying raw materials to the industries and food to the workforce 
employed in the industrial sector of the Indian economy. Besides contributing towards 
exports it has helped to substantially cut down 3n imports of foodgrains. On the eve 
of independence the state of Indian_agriculture can be summed up as stagnant with 
deficient infrastructure, traditional technology and exploitative institutions. 
Nevertheless, the growth of agricultural production in India since independence has 
several distinguishing features. In terms of growth rates, there is a clear break with 
the colonial period trends in production and yields. Second, the post independelice 
growth has two distinct phases generally termed as pre-green revolution period and 
post-green revolution period. Post green revol.ution period is marked by the adoption 

- of new technology in few crops namely wheat and rice operating along with increased 
use of inputs like fertilizers and irrigation. The post green revolution period can be 
divided into two phases namely; 1967-68 to 1980-81 the early green revolution phase 
and 1980-81 to 1998-99 the late green revolution phase. 



i l  ~ ~ l t u r e  in India 13.2 ROLE OF AGRICULTURE IN ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

According to Simon Kuznets tlie contribution of agricultural sector to overall national 
economic growth and development can be divided in to four types. First is the 
product contribution, which leads to expansion of the lion-agricultural sector by 
meeting the food requirements of this sector as well as contributes raw materials 
used in manufacturing products such as textiles. Secondly, agriculture makes 'market 
contribution' by creating demand for the products of domestic industry, including the 
market for producer goods as well as consumer goods. Thirdly it makes 'factor 
contribution' by supplying capital for investments in the non-agricultural sector. 
Similarly it also entails the transfer of surplus labour fro111 agricultural sector to non- 
agricultural sector. Finally agricultural sector can also make foreign exchange 
contribution. Domestic agriculture is capable of contributing beneficially to the balance 
of overseas payments either by augmenting the country's export earnings or by 
expanding the production of agricultural import substitutes. 

- - 

13.3  IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE IN INDIAN 
ECONOMY 

Agriculture is the largest sector of the Indian economy. It provides food and raw 
materials as well as employment to a very large proportion of tlie population. Being 
tlie ddminant sector, tlie improvement or changes in the national output depend on 
the output in tlie agricultural sector. Over tlie years it has contributed towards capital 
required for its own development and made available surpluses for national econolnic 
development. The exports of primary produce earned valuable foreign exchange, 
which was used for import of capital goods for the developliient of industry and 
infrastructure. In India the vital role of agriculture arises out of the position tlie 
agriculture sector occupies in the overall economy of the country. Around three 
fourth of tlie total population reside in tlie rural areas and 64.8 per cent of tlie 
Lvorkforce according to 1991 census depend on agriculture for their living. 

13.3.1 Contribution to National Income 

Tlie contribution of agricultural sector to tlie national income, foreign exchange and 
employment is a measure of the sector's importance in the overall econo~ny of the 
country. Official estimates of' national income and its components are available on 
regular b;i\is ant1 aliliually in tlie post independence era. However the pre-independence 
estimates reveal that the proportioli of agriculture output to the total output in the 
economy had tlrldcrgone a change. It was estimated to be around 57 per cent during 
tlie periotl 1Q25-29 and 5 ;  per cent for 193 1-32. Nevertheless in tlie post independence 
era. tl\c sllnrc ( 1 1  ng~.~culture in tlie net domestic product in 1950-51 was 50.2 per cent 
( tahlc I) anrl during the following decade it declined to 41.5 per cent by 1970-1. 
14o\\d\el to\vards the 1980's the share of tlie agriculture was only 36.3 per cent and 
~t filrtller declined by around 6 percentage points by 1990-91 for the agricultural 
sector Tlic rbllowing seven years i.e. 1990-91 to 1996-97 the decline was only 4.6 
1 7 ~ 1 '  cc~it r.>111ts due to sharp rise in agricultural prices. In short agriculture sector's 
co~ i t~  1L711tiol1 declined from 50.2 per cent in 1950-51 to 30.4 per cent in 1990-91 i.e. 
131. a r w n L l  70 percentage points in forty years. 



I Table 1 : Net Domestic Product (Percentage Contribution of Agriculture) 

All India (at 1980-81 Prices) 

Role of Agricrrlturr 

Percentage share ' 

Year Agricultural Sector to NDP Primary Sector to NDP 

(1) (2) (3) 

1950-5 1 50.2 57.2 

I 960-6 1 47.4 52.7 

1970-71 41.5 46.5 

1980-8 1 36.3 40.0 

1990-9 1 30.4 32.7 

1994-95 29.2 31.2 

1996-97 25.8 27.6 

Source: National Accounts Statistics, Quick Estimatesl998, New Delhi, Central Statistical Organisation, 
department of Statistics, Ministry of Planning. Govt. of India. 

Although the agricultural sector has been the major contributor to net domestic 
product, its growth rate over the years have been very low. For the first half of the 
twentieth Century it was around 0.25 per cent per annum. The growth rate since 
independence has been found to be around 2.7 per cent per annurn, which is a little 
higher than the population growth rate. 

Table 2 : Population and Agricultural Workers 

As ,percent of total workers 
Year Total ~ u r a i  Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Population Population Rural Cultivators Agri. Total 
in n~illion in million Population Workers Workers 

So~rrce: Various Population Census: Registrar General of India. 

Figures of t'otal rural population included the estimated population of Assam. whereas in 
respect of data on 'workers' Assam has been escluded. 

* 1991 Census was not conducted in Jammu & Kashmir. Totallrural population of India includes 
! the estimated figures of J&K. However figures of J&K workers are not included. 
, 

13.3.2 Contribution to ~rnp lo~rnent  

Agriculture directly as well as indirectly has continued to be the main source of 
employment for a large part of the Indian Popillation. The decennial population 
ce::suses indicate that the proportion of workers employed in agricuilu~e has been 
around 70 per cent till 197 I .  The share decliried to 64.8 per cent in 1991, showing 



Agrieukure in India a slmall shift towards non-agricultural sectors as is depicted by table 2. It also shows 
that a major section of the agricultural workers are cultivators although their share 
has declined over the years and that of agric.ultural labour has increased. Table 2 
reveals that the proportion of workers engaged in agriculture has not declined as fast 
as the decline in the share of Net Domestic Product contributed by the agricultural 
sector. This implies that the rate and pattern of investment in other economic sectors 
have not been such as to draw away surplus agriculture labour and relieve the 
pressure of population on land. Moreover it implies that labour productivity in 
agriculti~re sector continues to fall relative to the productivity in other sectors of 
economy. Since the growth of the agricultural sector continued to be very slow it has ,-. 
failed to create enough opportunities for additional employment. This has resulted in 
a widespread une~nployment and under employment of the agriculture labour force 
in the country. 

13.3.3 Contribution to Foreign Exchange Resources 

Agricultural commodities and agriculture- based manufactured commodities occupy 
an important place in India's export trade. In the colonial period, the major agricultural 
export items were raw cotton and jute, unmanufactured tobacco, oilseeds, spices tea 
and coffee accounting for around 49 per cent of the total value of exports. The 
partition of the country in 1947 reduced the agricultural surplus of the country and 
affected the exports of jute, cotton and hides. Nevertheless agriculture contributed 
around 41 per cent of the total exports of the country at the time of independence. 
Growth of the lndian economy resulted in the diversification of India's exports 
leading to sharp decline in the share of agricultural commodities. The manufacturing 
goods are now accounting for a larger share. 

The export of the agro-based manufacturers has increased. The relevant data is 
placed in table 3. One may add that the share of agriculture and allied products has 
continually declined in response to factors like relatively low prices for the agricultural 
com~~odi t i e s ,  internal production, demand situation and international market 
conditions. 

Compared with exports, the importance of imports of agricultural products in the 
total import trade is relatively less. In the beginning i.e. after independence the share 
of agticultural co~nmodities in the total import was 39 per cent. It declined in the 
subsequent years. Food (cereals and cereal preparations) constituted the most important 
item among the agricultural commodities imported, although much of it was obtained 
on cancessional terms and some as gifts. Nevertheless in earlier years of planning, 
the imports of raw cotton and jute were substa~ltial in order to bridge the gap between 
demand and internal supplies, which have declined due to partition of the country. 
In 19150-5 1 their share in tile total imports of the agricultural products was as high . 
as 40 per cent. However as the indigenous production of these commodities was 
augmented through planned effort, their imports came down heavily and formed 
around 15 per cent of total imports and thereby highlighting the import-substitution 
effect of agricultural production. In respect of foodgrains, however there has been a 
spurt in imports during the decade of sixties. But due to adoption of new technology 
leading to a substantial increase in foodgrain production caused decline in the imports. 
Therefore both through exports and import substitution, the agricultural sector has 
contributed ta the earning and conservatio~l of foreign exchange. 



Table 3a : Principal Exports from India (Value in RE. Crore) 

Source: Economic Survey, 2000-2001. Government of India 

Table 3b : Principal Imports of India 
(Value in Rs. crore) 

I. Agr~culture & 
allied products 

1.1 Coffee 

1.2 Tea & mate 

1.3 Raw cotton 

1.4 Rice 

11. Ores and Minerals 
(ExcI. coal) 

111. Manufactured goods 

IV. Mineral fuels and 
Lub (Incl. coal) 

V. Others 

Total 

1970-71 

487 
(3 1.73) 

25 

148 

14 

5 

164 (10.68) 

771 (50.22) 

13 (0.85) 

100 (6.52) 

1535 

1960-61 

284 
(44.24) 

7 

134 

12 

52 (8.09) 

291 (45.33) 

7 (1.09) 

8 (1.25) 

642 

Figures in parentheses show percentage of total 

I. Food and live animals 

1.1 Cereal and cereal 
Preparation 

11. Raw material and 

11. I Cashew (Unprocessed) 

I1 2 Crude rubber 
(Incl. Synth.) 

11.3 Fibres (Wood. cotton 
Jute etc.) 

111. Capital goods 

IV. Othtrs 

Total 

* Sum of wool, cotton, jute and man made :yntlietic fibres only. 

1980-81 

2057 
(30.65) 

214 

426 

165 

224 

414 (6.17) 

3747 (55.82) 

28 (0.42) 

466 (6.94) 

671 1 

Check Your Progress 1 

1960-61 

214 (19.07) 

181 

527(46.97) 

11 

101 

356(31.73) 

25(2.23) 

1122 

1) Explaiii the role of agriculture in economic development. 

............................................................................................................................... 

1990-9 1 

6317 
(19.41) 

252 

1070 

846 

462 

1497 (4.60) 

23736 (72.91) 

948 (2.91) 

55 (0.17) 

32553 

Role of Agriculture 

1996-97 

24239 
(19.8) 

1426 

1037 

1575 

3172 

3185 (2.88) 

88258 (75.42) 

1832 (1.65) 

232(0.16) 

118817 

1970-71 

3539(14.81) 

2 13 

889(54.41) 

29 

4 

127 

404(24.72) 

99(6.06) 

1634 

1980-81 

380(3.03) 

100 

9760(77.77) 

9 

3 2 

164 

19 lO(15.22) 

499(3.98) 

12549 

1990-91 

N.A. 

182 

N.A. 

134 

226 

259' 

10466(24.23) 

N.A. 

43 198 

1999-2000 

N.A. 

80 

N. A. 

760 

719 

1557' 

28289(23.06) 

N.A. 

122678 



Agriculture in  India 2) What is the importance of Agriculture in India's economic development?. 

............................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................... 

3) Tick the relevant word so as to make the statement true. 

i) Contribution of agriculture to the National income has increasedldecreased 
with tlie growth in national economy. 

ii) Growth of agriculture in tlie independent India has been lower/ higher 
than the population growth. 

iii) Share of employment in the agriculture sector has declined fast/slow 
with agricultural growth. 

iv) Share of agriculture in the exports has declinedlincreased over the years. 

v) Share of agriculture in the imports has increasedldecreased since 
independence. 
- - p- - - - - 

13.4 AGRICULTURE IN THE PRE- AND POST- 
INDEPENDENCE PERIOD 

Colonial agriculture was characterised as stagnant using primitive technology with 
exploitative institutions. Table 4 presents the growth rates of Indian agriculture in 
the pre-independence period frorh 1891 to 1946. The period of around half a 
century prior to independence suggests prolonged agriculture stagnation. 

Table 4 : Growth Performance of Ma jor  Crop groups in Pre-independence and .Post 
independence Period (till 1994-95). 

Major  Pre-independence Period Post independence Period 
S. No. Crop Groups 1891-1946 (1949-50 to 1994-95) 

Output Yield Area 
Output Yield Area 

1. Food grains 0.3 1 0.1 1 -0.18 0.47 2.52 1.72 

2. Nonfood grains 0.42 1.31 0.86 1.22 2.90 1.32 

3. All crops 0.40 0.37 0.01 0.65 2.65 1.57 

Source : Agricultural statistics in Brief 

The growth rate of output of all agricultural crops put together for the half century 
preceding independence was only 0.4 per cent per annum. Most of the growth in the 

, agricultural output was contributed by growth in area under the crops with very little 
or negligible contribution by the yield per hectare. A break-down of the total agriculture 
output into food grains and non-food grains show diverse trend. The rate of growth 
for the foodgrains output was very low at 0.1 per cent per annum as compared to 1.31 
per cent per aliliuln for the non-foodgrains output. The increase in foodgrains output 
was very low despite some increase in the area under foodgrain crops. Obviously 
yield rates in this crop group was falling during this period. However relatively 
higher growth rate of non-foodgrains crops was largely due to greater support to 
commercial crops from the British rulers. This was due to their major concern for' 
the supply of agro-based raw materials to British Industries. Later this was aimed al; 
supporting the indigenous industries. 



Thus on the eve of Independence the agriculture sector of India could be characterised 
as one which was stagnating. Whatever growth was there, was due to the deliberate 
policy of commercialization pursued by the British. Given the fact that more than 
half of the domestic product was contributed by agriculture sector, lack of growth in 
this sector become a major obstacle to the overall economic growth. 

In the post independence period agriculture growth received primacy. It was necessary 
for economic growth that not only agriculture should grow but it should also provide 
an impetus to industrial growth. This objective was achieved by implementing policies 
and programmes having bearing on agricultural production. The basic thrust of these 
policies was to expand and improve the irrigation input base and improve the 
technologies. Another thrust was providing assurance to agriculture regarding prices 
and fair marketing conditions. The production performance of agriculture in the post 
independence period was quite impressive. Over the period 1949-50 to 1994-95 the 
aggregate output increased at an annual growth rate of 2.7 per cent per annum with 
yield increases being the major source of growth. ~ar t icu lar l~  striking, in comparison 
with the pre-independence period was the record of food 'grains having an output 
growth not only noticeably higher than the pre-independence period but also higher 
than the population growth rate registered in the recent decades. Looking at agricultural 
growth rate from historical and comparative prospects. It can be noted that the post 
independence record of Indian agriculture has been remarkable in comparison with. 
the experience of many developed and developing countries in the initial stages of 
economic development. 

13.5 GREEN REVOLUTION AND AGRICULTURAL 
GROWTH 

The agriculture sector's impressive growth rate in the post-independence period was 
primarily due to the higher priority accorded to this sector by the Indian planners. 
The policy makers adopted a two-fold strategy for regenerating agriculture. The first 
element of this strategy was to implement land reforms in order to remove the 
institutional bottlenecks and the second was to undertake massive investment in 
irrigation and other infrastructure in order to update agricultural technology. 

Although the land reforms undertaken during the mid fifties did succeed to a large 
extent in abolishing intermediaries, however they failed to bring about an equitable 
distribution in land ownership. Nevertheless this combined with large investments in 
irrigation and other infrastructure including extension and community development 
programs, resulted in substantial increases in both net area sown and gross cropped 
area, thus leading to noticeable increase in crop output. However the growth process 
of Indian agriculture was not smooth. Inspite of positive agriculture policy persued 
by the state one find towards the end of tlie fifties the Indian economy reached a 
critical stage in relation to food production. It however became increasingly clear 
that there being obvious limits to the extension of area, steps were needed to increase 
lalid yields. Therefore the subsequent decade witnessed the emergency of new 
production-oriented strategy for agriculture. This strategy sought in the first instance, 
to achieve quick break through in production in selected favourably endowed areas 
especially having assured irrig&ion. By concentrated efforts in the form of intensive 
use of better methods of production these area will show higher production. This 
intensive agricultural programme was known as Intensive Agricultural District 
Programmes (IADP). New institutions were set up to extend support to developmental 
activities in different fields. To begin with the new strategy failed to make much 
impact and agricultural situation deteriorated considerably during the early sixties. 
Consequently the country had to resort to large-scale imports of food grains. The 
culmination of new strategy in agriculture came about only in the mid sixties, when 
the high yielding varieties programmes (HYV) were successfully launched. 

Role of Agriculture 



Agriculture in India A niajor feature of the HYV technology was its package approach. New high yielding 
varieties seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, controlled water supply and mechanical 
equipment from seed drills to tractors and combine harvesters- all these agricultural 
inputs together formed a package. The core of this package was the miracle seed, 
wl~ich was developed through selective breeding to be highly responsive to fertilizer 
input coupled with use of pesticides and herbicides, while without a controlled supply 
of waker the full potential of the new varieties could not develop. A major feature 
of the new seeds is tlieir shorter maturing period, thus leading to increase in cropping 
intensity. Therefore increased yield rates coupled with higher cropping intensity led , 

to higher growth of agricultural production in tlie post green revolutioll period. 

13.5.1 Growth in the Pre-and-Post Green Revolution Period 

The new technology (also known as bio-chemical technology) was introduced in 
India in the mid sixties for stepping up the crop output growtli rates. The growth 
rates for the two periods i.e. 1949-50 to 1964-65, the pre green revolution period and 
1967-68 to 1994-95, post green revolution period are presented in Table 5. Agricultural 
growth during 1949-50 to 1964-65 was as high as 3.15 per cent per annum with food 
grains growing at 2.82 per cent per annum, which was much below the growth rate 
of 3.74 per cent per annuln registered by the non-food grains. Another noticeable 
feature of these very high growth rates were that the major foodgrains wheat, jowar, 
bajra and maize registered higher growth rates due to increase in area rather than 
yield. On the contrary, in case of rice, growth of yields was substantially higher than 
that of area growth rate. Even in the case of coarse cereals as a group growth rate 
of yield rate were higher than the area growth. lnverse was the case of total pulses 
as a group, wliicl~ grew as a consequence of area expansion only. 111 fact there was 
deceleration in the yield growth in tlieir case. Therefore one finds that growth in food 
grains production was equally shared by growth of area and yield rates. However, it 
is clepr from the table that in the total agricultural growtli major contribution was 
made by the growtli of area as compared to growtll of yield. This was more glaring 
in case of non-foodgrain crops. The table clearly reveals that except for wheat growth 
rates pttained in tlie pre-green revolution period could not be maintained in the post 
green revolution period despite the adoption of new technology, in some cases growth 
rates were considerably lower than the earlier period i.e. pre-green revolution period. 
This is in spite of die fact that the two drought years 65-66 and 66-67 have been 
dropped from the data. 

13.5.2 Food Grains Growth 

The inipact of tlie new tecl~nology on wheat production is clearly visible. Wheat 
production growth rate has increased from nearly 4 'per cent per annum in the pre 
green-revolution period to 4.80 per cent per annum in the post green revolution 
period. However, growtli rate of rice production which was over 3.5 per cent in tlie 
pre-green revolution period fell to around 2.9 per cent in the post-green revolution 
period i.e., a decline of approximately 17 per cent in its growth rate. For coarse 
cereals the decline in [lie growth rate was quite significant. Tlie output growtli rate 
of coarse cereals fell by more than 70 per cent fro111 the pre-green revolution period 
of 2.25 peicent  to a bare minimum rate of 0.62 per cent. Pulses also registered 
decline in growth rates from 1.41 per cent to 1.04 per cent. Tlie perceptible decline 
in the coarse cereal and pulses production is due to the drastic decline in growtli of 
area experienced by these crops in spite of some gains in their yield growth rates. 
In spite of the fall in growth rates of coarse cereal's production, foodgrains as a 
whole lnaintained a growt11 rate of 2.62 per cent in the post-green revolutioll period, 
which was sliglitly lower as compared to 2.82 per cent in the pre green revolution 
period. Although tlie major source of increase in agricultural output in tlie pre-green 
revolution period was the increase in area under the crop nevertlieless growth of 
yield rates have also played an important role. However in the post-green revolution 



period also one finds a significant contribution niade by tlie yield rates towards the 
increase in the production of agricultural output. It may be pointed out that the 
possibility of expansion of net cropped area had allnost exhausted by the late sixties 
i.e. towards the beginning of green revolution. Nevertheless because of irrigation 
expansion and adoption of HYV seeds of short duration, there has been increase in 
the gross cropped area due to increase in  intensiveness of cropping. In fact, when one 
compares tlie early green revolutio~i period and tlie later green revolution period one 
finds tliat agricultural growtli has been made possible by tlie increasing levels in case 

I of food grains as well as non- foodgrains. 

Yield rates of foodgrains have registered an average aniiual growth rate of 1.36 per 
cent per aiiriuln in the pre-green revolutio~i period i.e. 1949-50 to 1964-65. Whereas 
.in the post green revolution period tlie growtli rate of yield of foodgrain crops is 
niucli liiglier at 2.21 per cent. It was the significant contributing factor to agriculture 
growth. Table sliows the yield growth rates experienced by rice wheat, Jowar, Bajra, 
Maize, coarse cereals, total pulses as well as foodgrains as a whole in comparison 

f to pre-green revolution period and reverse is the case as far as growtli of area is 
concerned. In fact the te~nporal comparison of two periods reveals growtli of area has 
been quite negligible in tlie post green revolution period. 

Role of Agriculture 

Tlie growtli rates for the post-green revolution period were lower than the pre-green 
revolution period in spite of tlie adoption of improved technology. Even this rate 
became possible due to i~n~ressive growtli rate of wheat, which due to its high 
weight in the overall foodgrain production could compensate the fall experienced by 
other cereal and pulses crops. In fact some scholars liave gone to the extent of 
describing green revolution as wheat revolution. 

13.5.3 Non-food Grains Growth 

The decline in the growth rates in post-green revolution period as compared to pre- 
green revolution period was riot only limited to food grain crops. It was also 
experienced in the case of non-foodgrain crops. In case of oil seeds, which liave not 
experienced any sigliificant teclinological breakthrough, output growth rates have 
increased from 3.20 to 3.43 per cent per annum although there is a sharp decline in 
the case of major.oilseeds like groundnut. One finds a decline in the non-foodgrains 
crops as a group from 3.74 to 3.20 per cent per annum. 

Even in case of non-food grains growth. rates of yield are considerably liiglier in the 
* post-green revolution period as conlpared to pre-gre:n revolution period One finds 

tliat the yield rates are to be signii?cantly higher for sugarcane. GI.C)UI-.I.ILII a> .veil 
total oilseeds, cotton, jute and total fibers followed b! rrltat? an,l * L U  11 i \  cliar 

p that the average annual growtli rate of yield of fact ':r-,.~l~ ;;oils u,. !~ighcr than !!]at 
of non- foodgrain crops. 

Tlie cliaracteristics of the growth perfor~na~ice during tlie two periods, however, 
differ in two ilnportalit ways. First area expansion contributed significa~itly to the 
pre-green revolution agricultural growth, tlie post-green revolution output growtli 
rates were realised primarily tlil-ough gai~is in productivity because of use of new 
technology. Second pre-green revolution production base levels for measuring growtli 
were substantially lower than tlie post-green revolutiori period. Maintaining tlie same 
earlier growtli rate from higher base' level is not an easy task in an industry marked 
by diminishing marginal returlis. 
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. , 
13.5.4 Agricultural Growth in the Early and Late Green Revolution 

Period 

It is usual to compare the performance in the pre-green revolution period with that 
in the post green revolution period as whole. However, the beginning of eighties 
makes a definite departure from the trends observed in the early phase of the green 
revolution period in several respects. There seems to be acceleration in the growth 
rate of foodgrains as well as non-foodgrains output during the period 1980-81 to 
1994-95 as compared to the early green revolution period that is from 1967-68 to 
1980-81. Crops such as rice, cereals as a whole, pulses and oilseeds whose growth 
rates in the first decade on the green revolution period had fallen much below those 
recorded in the pre-green revolution period are showing higher growth rates. It gives 
clear ihdications that the major inter crop imbalances in growth witnessed in the 
early years of the green revolution period are getting redressed to some extent in the 
recent period. 

0 

The comparisons of these two periods suggest that there is an increase in the growth 
of output of the foodgrain crops (table 6). Rice has grown at a rate of 3.48 per cent 
in the late green revolution period as compared 2.22 in the early green revolution 
period. However there is a perceptible decline in the growth of wheat output from 
5.65 per cent in the early green revolutio~l period. Among the coarse cereals there 
is accelleratio~i in the growth rates of Bajra, Maize and Millets. On the whole one 
finds increase in growth rates for the total cereals from 2.61 per cent to 3.60 per cent. 
Growth in case of total pulses as well as total foodgrains has also accelerated in the 
post green revolution period. There is also increase in growth rates of output for non- 
food grains as well as all crops in the late green revolution period. 

Oilseeds and pulses are generally grown in the rainfed or unirrigated areas. Even for 
rice 60 per cent of the area is rainfed. The encouraging performance can basically 
be attributed to the spread of new technology to the crops and regions lagging behind 
earlier. The special progralnmes for rice and oilseeds can also be one of the reasons. 
In addition one finds the increasing attention being given to dry forming and to less 
developed states have started yielding results. Some location specific technologies 
like wattrshed management is having some bearing on the crop yield in the dry 
areas. Therefore one can infer that the regional disparities in growth between irrigated 
and dry regions may not be as sharp as in the early years of green revolution. It was 
the increase in the productivity or yield levels of foodgrains which have helped in 
enabling the aggregate output to nearly attain the rate of growth recorded in the 
earlier green revolution period despite the sharp reduction in the rate of increase in 
aggregate area. Comparison between the early green revolution period and later 
green revolution period presented in table 5 clearly shows that higher growth rate of 
output have been achieved as a consequence of higher growth rates of yield. The 
growth rates of yield in the later period i.e. 1980-81 to 1994-95 are significantly 
higher than the earlier green revolution period in case of foodgrains crop group in 
general as well as individual crops barring jowar and ragi which have experienced 
sonle decline. Pulses did much better as far as the yield growth is concerned, in the 
later pulses as a group had experienced deceleration in the early post green-revolution 
period in output as well as yield rates. However one finds acceleration in their 
growth of output mainly because of acceleration in the yield rates. There is also 
acceleration in the yield rates of most of the non-foodgrain crops like sugar cane, 
groundnut, total oilseeds, co3ton and jute. However, the gains in the foodgrain crops 
as far as yield is concerned continue to be higher than the non-foodgrain crops on 
an average in the post green revolution period. 

Generally a major technological improvement in a crop would be accompanied by 
an upward trend in both its area and yield. An analysis of area and yield for the post- 



I 

1 green revolution periods suggests that only rice and wheat the two crops using HYV 

I technology have positive rates of growth of area although lower as compared to 
I earlier period. To sum up productivity increases is the major source of impressive 

( growth of output in the later green revolution period. . 

Table 5 : All India Compound Growth Rate of Area Production and Yield of Principal Crops 
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Crops 

RICE 

WHEAT 

JOWAR 

BAJRA 

MAIZE 

COARSE 
CEREALS 

TOTAL 
CEREALS 

TOTAL 
PULSES 

TOTAL 
FOODGRAlNS 

SUGAR-CANE 

GROUND-NUT 

TOTAL ' 

OILSEEDS , 

COTTON 

JUTE 

TOTAL 
FIBRS 

NON- 
FOODGRAlNS 

ALL CROPS 

Y 

2.25 

1.27 

1.49 

1.24 

1.18 

1.23 

1.77 

-0.18 

1.36 

0.95 

0.3 1 

0.3 

2.04 

0.49 

1.88 

0.89 

1.21 

1949-50 

A 

1.21 

2.69 

0.99 

1.08 

2.67 

0.97 

1.25 

1.72 

1.35 

3.28 

4.01 

2.67 

2.47 

3 

2.71 

2.44 

1.58 

1967-68 

A 

0.64 

-1.6 . 

-1.17 

-0.88 

-0.01 

-1.25 

0.05 

0.13 

0.06 

1.65 

0.56 

1.25 

-0.16 

0.17 

-0.23 

1.3 , 

0.36 

TO 1964-65 

P 

3.5 

3.98 

2.51 

2.34 

3.88 

2.25 

3.21 

1.41 

2.82 

4.26 

4.34 

3.2 

4.55 

3.5 

4.56 

3.74 

3.15 

TO 1994-95 

P 

2.91 

4.8 

0.79 

0.76 

1.63 

0.62 

2.93 

1.04 

2.67 

2.99 

1.71 

3.43 

2.64 

2.19 

2.49 

3.2 

2.87 

Y 

2.34 

3.14 

1.98 

1.65 

1.64 

1.86 

2.43 

0.9 

2.21 

1.14 

1.65 

2.81 

2.02 

2.69 

1.72 

2.02 



Agriculture in India TABLE 6 : All India Compound Growth-Rate of Area, Production and 
Yield of Principal Crops 

13.6 FACTORS INFLUENCING PRODUCTIVITY 

The gains in foodgrains output in the post-green revolution period have come 
essentially from the improved utilization of the available infrastructure and from the 
resulting increase in yield per hectare. Already, during the early post-green revolution 
period, bhe increase in yield accounted for as much as 62 per cent of the foodgrains 
output and 58 per cent of the total agricultural output. The contribution of yield 
growth rate to output growth rate in the late green revolution period for foodgrain 
was to the tune of 96 per cent and 13 per cent of the total agricultur;il output. It only 
means that growth of foodgrains output in  particular and total agrici;?ti~ral output in 

CROPS 

RICE 

WHEAT 

JO WAR 

BNRA 

MAIZE 

COARSE 
CEREALS 

TOTAL 
CEREALS 

TOTAL 
' PULSES 

TOTAL 
FOOD-GRAINS 

SUGAR-CANE 

GROUND-NUT 

TOTAL 
OILSEADS 

COTTON 

JUTE 

TOTAL 
FIBRES 

NON FOOD 
GRAINS 

general is predominantly dependent on increasing yields rather than area. This 
underscores the growing importance of yield increasing technology. Clearly, current 
illputs like fertilize; and irrigation have become more important as a source of 
growth in the recent period. Although the spread of fertilizer to the new areas where 
the existing level of.application is relatively low would have contributed to the rise 
in productivity per unit of fertilizer. There may well be considerable scope for further 
improvement in the productivity as well as for ensuring Inore equitable distribution 
of benefits. Clearly Cul.r.cnt inpi~ts like fertilizers have emerged as ail ilicreasingly 

1980-81 

A 

0.49 

0.68 

-2.3 

-1.21 

0.11 

-1.9 

-0.34 

-0.3 1 

-0.34 

1.87 

1.43 

2.37 

-0.22 

-1.24 

1.88 

0.23 

1967-68 

A 

0.77 

2.94 

-1.15 

-1.15 

0.01 

-1.03 

0.37 

0.44 

0.38 

1.78 

-0.3 1 

0.26 

0.07 

1.23 

0.94 

0.5 1 

to 1994-95 

P 

3.48 

3.7 

-0.44 

1.53 

2.49 

0.54 

3.06 

1.67 

2.89 

3.86 

3 

5.89 

3.88 

1.56 

4.3 1 

3.48 

to 1980-81 

P 

2.22 

5.65 

2.04 

-0.38 

0.02 

0.67 

2.61 

-0.4 

2.15 

2.6 

0.64 . 

0.98 

2.61 

2.06 

2.26 

2.19 

Y 

2.98 

3.01 

1.9 

2.78 

2.38 

2.3 1 

2.9 

1.85 

2.77 

1.36 

1.55 

2.52 

4.1 

2.83 

2.27 

2.54 

Y 

1.45 

2.62 

3.22 

0.77 

0 

1.64 

1.7 

-0.67 

1.33 

0.8 

0.96 

0.68 

2.54 

0.8 1 

1.19 

1.28 



important source of growth. The encouraging performance of agricultural output as 
I well as agricultural productivity can be attributed to the spread of new technology 

to the crops and regions lagging behind earlier. 

The use of HYVs of crops has been extended under well-controlled irrigated conditions. 
Assured water supply is a pre-requisite for intensive agriculture based on HYVs of 

i seeds and high levels of fertilisation. Around 64 per cent of the gross cropped area 
still depend on rainfall, which is concentrated in the few months of year. 

The area under HYVs of foodgrains has risen from 2 million hectares in 1966-67 to 
65 million hectares by 1990-91 and 75 million hectares by 1995-96. About 92 per 
cent of the area under wheat and 77 per cent of area under rice is covered by the high 
yielding varieties. The consu~~~ption of fertilizers has also recorded substantial increases 
with increase in  the area under HYV's because large quantities of fertilizers are 
required for realizing the high yield potential of HYV's. The consumption of fertilizers, 
which have risen from negligible of 0.07 million tonnes in 1950-51 to 2.2 million 
tonnes in 1970-71 reached a level of 13.6 million tonnes in 1994-95. That is in per 
hectare terms it has risen from a negligible level in 1950-51 to 13.13 kgs. in 1970- 
71 and 75.68 kgs. in.1994-95. 

The gross cropped area irrigated in the country was only 22.56 million hectares 
accounting for only 17 per cent of the total gross cropped area of the country. Due 
to consistent efforts of the state coupled with huge investments in major and minor 
irrigation works increased to 66.14 million hectares in the year 1992-93 accounting 
for 2.2 per cent of the total gross cropped area of the country. That is to say in around 
four decades the addition to gross irrigated area was only 5 per cent points. Even this 
small addition to irrigation had resulted in the expansion of gross cropped area by 
increasing intensity of croppi~ig on the one hand and expansion of agrici~ltural output 
on the other. 

b 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) Describe the situation of agriculture at the time of independence in 50 
words. 

............................................................................................................................... 
c; 

2) Write in 50 words the comparison of pre-green revolution and post-green 
revolution period. 

.............................................................................................................................. 

3 )  What factors were responsible for growth of yield of crops? 

.............................................................................................................................. 

Role of Agriculture 



Agriculture in India 4)- State whether the following statement are true or false. 
1) British policy was conductive towards food grain production. ( 1  - 
2) Foodgrains growth rate were higher than .the non-food grains in the 

colonial period. ( 1 

'3) In the post-independence period growth of food grains was higher 
than the lion-food grains. ( 1  

4) Food grains growtli in the green revolution period was mainly due to 
the area expansion. ( 1  

5 )  In the part of tlie green revolution period agriculture growtli was 
mainly because of growth in yield levels. ( 1 

13.7 LET US SUM UP 

Agriculture plays an important role in the development of an economy. It makes four 
types of contributions to tlie national economic growth. Firstly it makes product 
contribution' by si~pplying food and raw material to the non-agricultural sector. 
Secondly it'niakes market contribution by creating demand for the domestic industry 
and thirdly it contributes capital and surplus labour to the non-agricultural sector and 
finally agriculture can also make foreign exchange contribution. Agriculture is an 
important and biggest secto; of the Indian economy, wliich has contributed significantly 
towards the national income. If continues to be the major source of employment for 
tlie majority of tlie population and lias successfully provided food and raw material 
to tlie industrial sector. Thus it has influenced tlie overall growtli of the Indian 
economy positively. It continues to be major source of earning foreign exchange. 
Besides its.growtl1 lias helped in saving tlie costly foreign exchange. 

On the eve of independence, tlie agricultural sector was described to be stagnant with 
deficient infrastructure and outmoded teclinology coupled with exploitative institutions. 
The comparison of pre and post independence period brings out that tlie growth of 
agricultural output has been almost negligible with stagnant yield levels. Non- 
foodgrains liave grown at a comparatively Iiigher rate of growth because of the 
policies pursued by tlie British. However the post independence period have shown 
an impressive growtli of agricultural output with major contribution by the yield 
growth rate. Food grains liave grown at a higher growth rate than the population thus 
increasing tlie per capita availability of foodgrains in tlie post independence period. 
The major growth of foodgrains is due to the adoption of new technology and use 
of improved inputs like irrigation and fertilizers. 

13.8 KEY WORDS 

Colonial Agriculture: Agriculture during the period of British rule. I11 this period, 
agriculture was cliaracterised as stagnant using primitive technology with exploitative 
institutions. 

Green Revolution: The culrninatioii of new strategy in agriculture came about in the 
mid-sixties wlien the high yielding varieties (HYV) brought increase in productivity 
in agriculture. A major feature of tlie HYV teclinology was its packet approach i.e. 
HYVs, fertilisers, pesticides, controlled water supply, mechanical equipment and 
provision of non-farm services. 

New Strategy in Agriculture: Same as teclinological change in agriculture which 
canie about in  tlie mid sixties. 

Technological Change: Also known as green revolution of bio-chemical 
teclinology in agriculture. This change brought yield rates towards the increasing 
tlie production of agricultural output. 
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13.10 ANSWERSIHINTS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
EXERCISES 

I )  Agriculture niakes contribution to (a) Pfoduct contribution, which leads to 
expansion of non-agricultural sector by supplying food requirements. (b) 
Contributes raw materials used in manufacturing products such as textiles and 
sugar (c) Market Contribution by creating demand for the product of domestic 
industry (d) Factor contribution by supplying capital for investments in the non- 
agricultural sector. (e) Foreign exchange contribution ,through export earnings. 

2) Agriculture provides food, raw materials, employments capital required for its 
own developlnent and also for broader economic developments, earned valuable 
foreign exchange. 

3) (1) decreased (2) highter (3) slow (4) declined (5) decreased 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) See Section f2.4 and attempt your answer 

2) See Section 12.5 for your answer 

3) See Section 12.6 for your answer. 

4) a) false b) false c)  false d) false e) true 
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14.0 OBJECTIVES 

This unit introduces you to the agrarian structure on the eve of independence. It 
critically evaluates the various land reform measures implemented in India after 
independence. The role the technical factors have played in the growth of agricultural 
development. After going through this unit you would be able to : 

identify the reasons for initiating land reforms; 

. discuss the reasons for success and failure of the various land reforms; and 

describe the role various technological factors can play towards agricultural 
growth. 

14.1 INTRODUCTION 

Although increased investments and enlarged markets are basic requirements for 
agricultural develop~nent, it also involves complex processes and procedures of 
institutional change, redistribution of economic and political power and concerted 
deliberate public policy efforts for redistributing the gains of economic growth. Land 
reforms in narrow sense refer to measures to redistribute land in favour of peasants 
and small farmers. Land reform is obviously not a modern phenomenon. In its 
traditional sense, it has taken place over the years primarily in response to demand 
for greater equality or social justice. 

14.2 PRE-LAND REFORM AGRARIAN SCENARIO 

The pre-independence or precisely pre-land reform Indian agriculture was dominated 
by a large class of poor peasants and landless labourers, the two groups together 
formed the majority within the agricultural sector. Substantial area was owned by a 
small percentage of rich peasants and landlord-cum-money lenders. The modes of 
production were primitive and intensity of land use was less than that on the small 
farms. Nearly a fifth of the area was under tenants and more than a third of this being 



under shdred tenancy, and most of it being under informal arrangements. It was Institutional and Techno- 

obvious that the structure was inequitable. It lacked also the potential for growth. The logical Factors 

poor peasants and landless labour was a deficit section in all respects. Rental incomes . 
and consumption loans to impoverished peasants were more rewarding for the landlord 
than cultivation. Both equity and growth demanded changes in agrarian structure. 

14.3 POST INDEPENDENTS AGRARIAN REFORMS, 
LEGISLATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Therefore immediately after attaining independence, the first task to be initiated was 
, agrarian reforms to accomplish the desired objectives. The term agrarian reforms in 

.i the present context would be interpreted to mean the reforms relating to the abolition 
. of intermediaries, re-distribution of land through imposition of land ceiling, security 

of tenure and consolidation of holdings. Tliere are no dearth of documents prepared 
in the process of agrarian reforms by various committees panels and co~nmissions 
beginning with the congress Agrarian Reforms Committee showing concerns about 

I 
the situation and providing radical solutions. Nevertheless these.documents were the 
outcome of the good intentions. There seems to be big gap between intentions and 
practices. So various legislative laws enacted and implemented to give practical 
shape to the diverse aspects of agrarian reforms policy. 

In short rural India was cliaracterised by feudal and semi-feudal agrarian relations. 
The peasantry was exploited in terms of rack renting, in security of tenure, forced 
labour, usually and so on. This resulted in the impoverish~nent of tlie peasantry on 
tlie one hand and the stagnation of agricultural production on the other. This called 
for an immediate restructuri~ig of tile agrarian relations in order to emancipate the 
peasantry from the semi-feudal production relations atid foster the agricultural growth. 

14.3.1 Abolition of Intermediaries 

Since Land reforms change the base of economic and political power the policy 
content and implementation cannot but be influenced by the class alignments in the 
power structure. The earliest of the programmes of land reforms to be impleinented 
with some success in India was the abolition of intermediaries. Abolition of 
intermediaries was initiated soon .after independence. The anti nationalist character 
of the intermediaries, the prolonged struggle of the peasantry against zamindars as 
a part of nationalist struggle, tlie alienation of za~nindars for political power in rural 
areas, the character of reform under which the interests of the upper class in tlie rural 
areaswere little affected - all these contributed to tlie success of these reforms. As 
a result of thismeasure, by tlie middle of fifties the state assumed direct responsibility 
for revenue administration in the wliole of the country. It meant better records of 
land ownership and tlie basis for transferability of land for mortgage or sale was 
placed on a much firmer footing as in the Rayatwari areas. There was also a better 
basis for administration of agricultural development. 

These measures were criticized on two niajor grounds. Firstly, tlie high rates of ., compensation was wasted in luxurious consumption or spent on buying urban property 
and only a very small percentage of it was invested to step up agricultural production. 
Secondly, the exclusion of sir, Khudkasht and Khas lands from the purview of the 
Acts as personal property of the intermediaries under self-cultivation constituted a 
damaging loophole in the law and was utilised with deadly effect by the intermediaries. 
These loopholes helped to keep alive tlie social and economic base of feudal vested 
interests in the country and denied tlie benefits to the tenants. On the contrary the 
bigger landowners carved out their own si; and Kliudkaslit lands, and resorted to 
large-scale eviction of tenants and sharecroppers. The mass evictions exercised adverse 



igriculture in India effect materially and morally on village life and foiled largely the new hopes and 
aspirations generated among the rural poor by land reform. 

In fact abolition of intermediaries left inequalities of land ownership and the position 
of the sharecroppers and labourers unchanged though it helped to confer permanent, 
heritable and transferable rights on occupants. However the abolition of statutory 
landlordism covering a variety of intermediary tenures has now more or less been 
accomplished bringing nearly 20 million cultivators into direct contact wit11 the state. 
Yet by skimming off the top layer of great absentee landlords it brought about 
spectacular improvement in the pre-reform situation. 

14.3.2 Tenancy Reform 

The specific features of tenancy legislation arise from the basic framework of land 
reforms policy, which favoured neither the wholesale expropriation of landlordism 
nor the wholesale expropriation of tenant cultivators. Tlie middle course was adopted. 
During the first phase of tlie the11 existing tenancy laws were carried out, along with 
legislation for abolition of intermediaiies, extending the scope of protectioii to the 
tenants of ex-intermediaries particularly in areas of statutory landlordism. Tlie provision 
of larger measure of protection to tenants, however, set into mriotion a contradictory 
social process, namely that of mass eviction of tenants and sharecroppers. So powerful 
was the eviction drive, the old tenancy arrangements broke down and it took years 
for new arrangements to take shape. 

Most of tlie States, however, tried to enact or amend tenancy laws in tlie subsequent 
years and tried to plug certain glaring loopholes in the existing enactments to enlarge 
the area of protection to tlie tenants. The major aspects incorporated in tenancy 
legislation in different states during the last two and a half decades can be identified 
as (i) security of tenure; (ii) termination of tenancy; (iii) resumption for personal 
cultivation; (iv) surrenders; and (v) regulation of rent. Ttnancy reforms in different 
States exhibited considerable variations though maintaining a broad similarity of 
pattern. 

While considerable progress has been made in the field of tenancy reform many 
deficiencies still. persist in the laws. The definition'of the term 'tenant' generally 
excludes tlie sharecroppers who formthe great bulk of the tenant cultivators. ~xclus ioi  
of sharecroppers from tlie scope of protection deprives the real tillers of the soil of 
the protection and rights provided for the tenants. 

Ejectment of tenants from their holdi~igs is still permissible on flimsy grounds like: 
lion-payment of rent, failure of payment within a given period, failure to deliver 
share of the produce within specified time, to execute agreement to cultivate land 
properly etc. Total eviction from land is one of the besetting evils of the existing 
reforms. 

Voluntary surrenders, as provided in the laws, are hardly ever voluntary, and have 
become the biggest instrument in depriving tlie tenants of their due protection. In fact 
tlie Fourth Plan suggestion that the landowners should not be alloGed to regain 
possession of the surrendered Iqnd has not been acted upon by most of the States,. 

The right of resumption was sought to be justified as it would help to conwen non- 
working rent-receiving landowneis into owner cultivators who could step up 
agricultural production, the accent being ,on 'personal cultivation'. The term 'personal - 
cultivation' has been so defined as to cover cultivation through hired labourers pai~d 
in cash or kind. Even personal by thg landowner or his family is not an essential 
requisite of personal cultivation. With such a definition, the right of resumption has 
become an instru~ne~it ill tlie hands of the unscrupulous landowners for land grabbing, 



I more so when the factor of personal labour does not find any place in the definition. Institutional and Techno- 

This provision resulted in concealed tenancies which the actual tenant is characterised logical Factors 

1 as a farm servant or an 'agricultural partner'. 

i The major drawback of tenancy reforms has been not to able to regulate rents as 
recommended in the Plans. Fair rents have not been defined uniformly in the State 

t laws. Besides, it is extremely difficult to implement the provisions of fair rents in the 
f case of sharecroppers and tenants who are not enjoying any security of tenure. 

One of the principal aims of tenancy reforms was to convert tenants into owners of 
land they cultivated. This object of conferring occupancy rights on as large a body 

1 of tenants as possible did not materialise because of high rates of compensation to 
be paid by the tenants. Besides, the purchase of ownership was made optional in 

L certain states. 

The provision of acquiring occupancy right by tenants on producing proof of 
continuous possession for twelve consecutive years totally negates the spirit of the 

i ' principle of 'land to the tiller; because under the peculiar character of landlord-tenant 
nexus in India, it is virtually impossible for an ordinary tenant to prove it. It should 
have been provided that once a tenant puts forward his claim to occupancy right or 
ariy right under the tenancy law, the burden of proof to the contrary should be on the 
landlord in order to protect the mass of tenants. 

14.3.3 Ceiling Legislation 

In the pre-independence era, the principal of limiting private landholding was advanced 
by the All India Kisan Sabha. The existing landholders, both in Zamindari and 
Rayatwari area, shall be allowed to possess land for self cultivation only upto the 
maximum limit of 25 acres per land holder.' The problem of imposition of a ceiling 
on landholdings was also treated in the programme documents of the Indian National 
Congress. Nevertheless the question of a ceiling on landholdings gave rise to for 
greater disagreement in the ruling circles, firstly, because a ceiling directly affected 
the entire landlord class and not only the zamindars; secondly this measure applied 
not only to feudal and semi-feudal landed proprieties, but to big landholders in 
general and thirdly, with considerable concentration of lands in the hands of upper 
stratunl of the peasantry, there was genuine fear among the latter that their interests, 
too, might be affected. The basic aims to be attained by fixing a ceiling on land 
holdings were (i) to meet the widespread desire of the tillers to possess land, (ii) 
reducing glaring inequalities in ownership and use of land; (iii) reducing ineqdalities 
in agricultural incomes; and (iv) enlarging the sphere of self-employment. However 
the third five-year plan document distinctly declared that one of the principal aims 
of the agrarian policy, and particularly of the imposition of a ceiling on land holdings, 
is to eliminate all elements of exploitation and social injustice within agrarian system. 
Nevertheless the declared policy of the government on the ceiling does not give a 
clear picture of the future of the landlord class. 

The i~nposition of ceiling on agricultural holdings is pre-eminently a redistribute 
measure. The almost compelling case of land ceiling arises fro111 the absolute and 
permanent shortage of land in relation to the population dependent on it, the limited 
prospect of transfer of population to non-agriculture and the need to step LIP production 
along with increase in employnient. But this necessity w,as not effectively transformed 
into spearheaded action. l ' h ~ ~ s ,  for nearly fifty years after attainment of freedom, 
ceiling on big holdings remained a nebulous item in the scheme of agrarian reforms. 
It  remained a vague politico-economic concept lurking in the background. 'lt was 
justified on consideration of social justice but not on grounds of increasing production 
and developing agriculture. 



Agriculture in India Ceiling laws were enacted and enforced in two distinct phases, the earlier phase 
covering the period upto 1972, and the later from 1972 after the adoption of 'National 
guidelines'. As ceiling legislation is a State subject; each State enacted its own 
ceiling law, which obviously gave room for variations. There were two units of 
application, namely, the individual landholder and the family. Again, the definition 
of the term 'family' as also the classes of land, which were exempted from the 
operation of ceiling laws, also varied widely in the States. These legislative measures 
were also full of loopholes and the big landowners took full advantage of them to 
circumvent the laws. They resorted to partition of their holdings and fictitiously 
transferred them to other individuals through what is called 'beamy' transfers on a 
very large scale in anticipation of ceiling laws with the result that very little surplus 
land became available for redistribution. Besides, implementation was extremely 
unsatisfactory. The absence of any penal measure to restrict or control such breaches 
of law accelerated such evasion. 

The major loopholes that existed in the ceiling laws were the high ceiling limits, 
scope for manipulations and clandestine transfers and exemption of various types of 
land from the ceiling laws were more serious. These loopholes provided an object 
lesson for today. It is now generally recognised that if redistribution of land was the 
main objective of the ceiling laws, this was not realized at all. The ineffectiveness 
of the ceiling laws of the earlier phase, the exigencies of agricultural production, 
agrarian unrest in the country, all these factors called for immediate review. The 
National Guidelines formulated on basis of this review provided the basis of ceiling 
legislation in the post 1972 phase. 

Tlie ceiling legislation in the post 1972 phase has been improved, rationalised and 
put on a more or less uniform basis throughout the country. This represents a national 
consensus on the question. The ceiling limits have been appreciably reduced, the: 
long list of the exempted categories of land has been considerably cut and measures . 
to coldrol clandestinetransfers have been provided for. There, however, still remain 
some variations in the amending legislation from State to State relating to the level ' 
of ceil~ing on lands with assured irrigation, outer limits of ceiling, rates of compensation 
and the date of retrospective effect. Tlie main problem now is that of effective 
i~nplementation of the amending legislation. 

14.3.4 Implementation 

.The agrarian reforms not only failed to solve the land question through abolition of 
land lordism and redistribution of the land to the tillers of the soil; they did not even 
completely eliminate the semi-feudal exploitation of the peasantry. According to the 
8th raund of NSS, in 1953-54, 20.34 per cent of the cultivated land was held under 
leases. It also showed that the principal lessors were big landholders while for India 
as a whole only 12.03 per cent of total rural households owning land leased it out. 
It was found that houseliolds owning above 50 acres of land were leasing 36.26 per 
cent of the area and those owning 30-50 acres of land leasing out 28.07 per cent. 
These households together constitute 3.31 per cent of rural households leasing out 
land, accounted for 40.15 per cent of the leased out area. This was the position after 
the occupancy tenants in the zamindari area were declared owners. 

The ruling circles depended primarily on legislation as the instrument of agrarian 
reforms to the serious neglect bf implementation. They believed that once legislation 
has been enacted the required socio-economic results would follow automatically. In 
fact, i~nple~nentation lag in the field of land reforms is still colossal and has been 
almost chronic. 

\ 

The lack of political will has been a key factor behind ioeffective implementation. 
The enforcement of land reforms has been treated as the sole responsibility of certain 



administrative agencies without a time-bound programme and without any obligation 
on their part to associate the peasants with the process of implem\entation. 
Implementation is in a large measure a function of the degree of consciousness and 
organisation of the potential beneficiaries. The absence of links between the State 
and the potential beneficiaries through local popular organs has perpetuated the drift 
in the process of land reforms. The up-to-date records of rights, so crucial for effective 
implementation, were also wanting. Besides, the influential landowners made use of 
the existing laws and certain implementation. procedures to get the land reform 
measures invalidated or stalled through judicial pronouncements and decrees. So, 
with all the moderate stance of land reform legislation in India, tlie performance, by 
and large, has been disappointing. Since land reforms involve certain basic structural 
changes in rural society affecting property rights in land, the officials cannot on their 
own function as a change agency in this field. In fact, the official machinery has not 
been conditioned to act as such, and without a powerful will of the State, explicitly 
defined and forcefully asserted from above, land reform programmes in the hands of 
officials alone would continue to fail. In this situation participation of the potential 
beneficiaries in the practical process of implementation assumes even greater 
significance. 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) Describe the Agrarian Scenario in tlie pre-land reform period. 

2) Explain what you understand by Agrarian reforms. 

3) Explain the reasons behind 'Abolition of Intermediaries' .having some success 
among various land reform measures. 

4) Mark "T" for True and "F" for False. 

i )  Land reforms broadly refer to measures to redistribute land in favour 
of peasants. ( 1  

ii) Self-cultivation constituted a damaging loophole in the law and was - 
used by the intermediaries for denying the benefits to the tenants. ( 1  

Institutional and Techno- 
logical Factors 

iii) Tenancy laws were broadly used for mass eviction of the tenants. ( )  

iv) The definition of the term 'tenant' included the sharecroppers. ( 1  
v) The imposition of ceiling on agricultural holdings was primarily 

a re-distributive measure. ( 1  



Agriculture in India 
14.4 ROLE OF TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS IN 

AGRICULTURAL GROWTH 

The food situation in India on tlie eve of tlie introduction of new high yielding 
varieties was alarming. Poverty, malnutrition and starvation were quite widespread. 
Unemploymeiit has increased out of proportion because of stagnation in the industrial 
sector. There was serious risk of breaking down of tlie socio-political order if the 
situation did not improve. 'The food imports were continuously rising. The possibility 
of importing further were declining due to the uncertainty in world supply of foodgrains 

the face of increasing demand from tlie food deficit regions of the world. Moreover, 
food prices in tlie world market were high and increasing, where as the economies 
capacity to import was limited. The possibility of increasing production by bringing 
more land under cultiv.ation through land reclamation measures and cultivatio~i of 
cultivable wasteland was not much. For the future, an overwhelming part of the 
increased production had to come by way of increased land productivity. Therefore 
in 1965 a 'hew strategy' for agriculture for the fourth plan was.outlined witli the 
following objectives: 

i) to apply scientific techniques and knowledge of agriculture production at all 
stages, particularly in the fields; 

ii) to select a few areas with assessed rainfall and irrigation for concentrated 
application of a package of inputs based on improved varieties of seed responsive 
to heavy doses of fertilizers and on other modern inputs. 

iii) to achieve higher production of subsidiary foods both through intensive production 
programmes and overall development. 

The above strategy was independent of the new HYV of seeds and would have been 
put in operation even if the former were not available. 

14.4.1 High Yielding Varieties (HYV) of Seeds 

However it was a sheer coincidence that, by this time, after years of international 
research and experimentation, tlie new high yielding short duration, short stem, 
fertilizer responsive varieties of seeds (HYV's) of wheat and rice became available 
for commercial cultivation in India. With this agricultural development strategy went 
under a dramatic change. The change was from traditional to modern agriculture 
based on the use of non-farm purchased inputs like fertilizers, pesticides, electric and 
diesel pumpsets, tractors and later on harvester combines. The adoption of the HYV 
technology yielded such spectacular results that it was termed as 'Green revolution'. 
It led to significant increases in the production of foodgrai~is in the five years (1967- 
68 to 1971-72) to average of I00 million tonnes compared to the average of 83 
million tonnes of the pre-green revolution period of five years (i.e.1960-61 to 1964- 
65). Inspite of the fact that it was limited to some cereal crops only and that too in 
tlie regions witli good irrigation potential. As such its success depended on the 
availability of assured irrigation use of fertilizers and the HYV seeds. 

Progress of HYV is indicated in the table 1. The area under High yielding varieties 
of paddy, wheat, maize, jawar and bazra increased from 0.88, 0.54, 0.21, 0.19 and 
0.06 million hectares in 1966-67 to 28.71,22.12, 3.02, 6.76 and 5.20 million hectares 
respectively by 1993-94. The total area under HYV crops increased from 1.88 million 
hectares to 66.99 niillion hectare over the same period. In 1966-67 it constituted only 
2.5 per cent, 4.2 per cent, 4.1 per cent, 1.05 per cent and 0.5 per cent to the total area 
under the respective crops. However in 1993-94 share of HYV area to total area 
under these respective crops is 67.5 per cent, 88 per cent, 50 per cent, 53.2 per cent 



and 54.5 per cent. However total HYV area as a proportion of total foodgrains area Institutional and Techno- 

has increased from 1.63 per cent in 1966-67 to 54.3 per cent in the year 1993-94. logical Factors 

Table I: Area under H Y V s  and Progress in Use of Agricultural Inputs 

Area under 1960-61 1970-71 1980-81 1990-91 1994-95 
HYV (in unit million Hact.) I 
Paddy 0 .890  5.59 18.23 

Wheat 0 .540  6.48 16.10 

Jowar 0.1663 0.80 3.50 

Bajra 0 . 0 6 0  2.05 3.64 

Maize 0.2163 0.46 1.60 

Total: 1.89@ 15.38 43.08 

Consumption of Chemical- Fertilizers: (in Lakh Tonnes) 

Total 2.92 21.77 55.16 
(N+P+K) 

Per Hact 1.90 18.18 3 1.83 
(Kg.) 
--- 

9 relates to 1966-67. 

Source: Agricultural Statistics at a Glance DE&S, Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India, 1996. 

Impressive success of this programme has resulted in phenomenal increases in the 
, production of these cereals as well as total foodgrains during this period. Productivity 
' of rice increased from mere 863 kgs per hectare in 1966-67 to 1888 in 1993-94 i.e. 
more than doubled, wheat productivity from mere 887 kgs per hectare to 2380 kgs 
per hectare i.e., by around 2.7 times in the same period. However tlie overall production 
of rice and wheat has risen much faster by 2.6 and 5.3 times respectively during this 
period because increases in area under these crops due to relatively higher yield 
rates. The remaining crops like maize, jawar and bajra did not show much 
improvement. That is to say the success story of HYV progralnme is limited to tlie 
major two foodgrain crops i.e. rice and wheat. Besides this it was also localized to 
the few states of the Indian Union and it was equally true about wlleat rather tl~an 
rice. It was a spectacular success in case of wheat in Punjab, Haryana and UP to be 
precise western U.P. where water was available in plenty. To an extent incentive 
price support policy of tlie goverliment also played a crucial role in the increased use 
of new seeds. 

In fact tlie increase in wheat output has become an important stabilizing factor in 
foodgrains in,the cou~itry of late wheat cultivation is spreading in the non- 
traditional areas such as west Bengal, Maharasl~tra, Assam, eastern Bihar and Orissa. 
-In case of cultivation of HYVs of paddy there is a visible significant progress made 
although the pace of development i s  not as fast as in the case of wheat. This is due 
to the fact that the bulk of the crop is grown in the Kharif season, which suffers from 

.,\lie vagaries of tlie monsoon, characterised by drought or floods, and its vulnerability 
to attack by pests and diseases is very high. However in the rabi season (or winter) 
'when rainfall is low and water management is easier tlie HYVs of paddy have shown 
/much better results. As a result of the introduction of HYVs, paddy production has 

J 
increased at a faster rate in the non-traditional rice growing states like the Punjab, 
Haryana and Western Uttar Pradesh, which are therefore contributing a significant 



Agriculture in India proporti011 of the total procurement for the central pool because of limited local 
consumption. 

14.4.2 Irrigation and Water 

.* Water is a crucial input for plant growth. Annual precipitation is a major source of 
water in India. Average annual rainfall is about 1200 mm but it is seasonal and 
highly unev.en in its geographical distribution over the country. In some areas of the 
country e.g. West Rajasthan, the annual rainfall is less than 200 mm; in others e.g. 
Southwest India and parts of Assam it is as high as 4000 mm. Nearly 75 per cent 
of the rainfall in many regions of India is contributed by,the Southwest monsoon and 
it is therefore confined to four months of the rainy season i.e. from June to September. 
Very few regions in India receive rainfall during the winter and summer season. As 
much as 34 per cent of the net sown area lies in low rainfall regions i.e. with annual 
precipitation of less than 750 mm. Another 36 per cent of the area receives 750 mm 
to 1150 mm. Only the remaining 30 per cent of the net sown area enjoy benefit of 
more than 1150 mm i.e. high rainfall. Besides, prolonged dry spells during the rainy 
season and/or late commencement or early withdrawal of monsoon further aggravates 
the uncertainty of crop prospects. In view of such uncertainties in rainfall irrigation 
is a critical requirement not only in low and medium rainfall regions but is necessary 
in even high rainfall regions as a supplementary source of water in the Kharif season. 

The importance of irrigation to India's agriculture cannot be over stated. Apart from 
its vital importance for healthy crop growth, irrigation has attained crucial significance 
in view of the country's expanding needs of food production. The availability of 
water all the year round through irrigation networks facilitates double cropping as 
well as reduces the impact of vagaries of nature. Given the limited opportunities for 
bringing the additional acreage under cultivation in future, irrigation is capable of 
playing a useful land augmenting' role in India. In other words increase in agricultural 
production in general and foodgrains production in particular for the growing 
population would have to come largely through higher intensity of cropping and 
increased productivity per unit of land. 

Most of the successful 'green revolution' areas of India and elsewhere in south Asia 
were known for their developed canal irrigation systems during the pre-HYV period. 
Irrigation is a pre-condition for the successful introduction of the new varieties even 
in areas known for heavy rainfall, such as the rice producing deltas of south India. 
theidwarf-sized new varieties can not be cultivated in flooded low Lying areas which 
have traditionally been planted with taller varieties adapted to growing with water in 
the fields. Although attempts are presently being made to breed high yielding varieties, 
which can cope with deep-water conditions. 

According to the Irrigation Commission, 1972, net area irrigated went up from 17.1 
Mha (Million hectares) during the quinquennium ending 1934-35 to 19.4 Million 
hectare's during the quinquennium ending 1949-50 i.e. by 18.5 per cent. Area irrigated 
from government canals went up during the same period by 28.0 per cent compared 
to wells, which increased by only 10.4 per cent. 

With the advent of planning greater emphasis was placed on increasing area under 
irrigation to enhance the foodgrains as well as agricultural output. By 1990-91 net 
irrigated area moved up to 47.78 Million hectares as compared to 20.85 Million 
hectares in 1950-51 and 26.34 Million hectares in 1965-66 i.e. before the advent of 
the green revolution (table 2). That is it has grown at a faster rate of 2.41 per cent 
per anlluln in the post-green revolution period as compared to 1.57 per cent in the 



pre-green revolution period. Even the growth rate of gross irrigated area in the post- Institutional and Techno- 

green revolution period is higher than the pre-green revolution period. It only shows logical Factors 

that the available irrigation facilities are being more intensively used in the post 
green revolution period. Alternatively one finds that the net irrigated area as a 
proportion of net sown area and gross irrigated area as a proportion of gross cropped 
area increased from 17.56 and 17.1 1 per cent to 19.34 per cent and 19.90 per cent 
respectively during the period 1950-5 1 to 1965-66 i.e. pre-green revolution period. 
This is also reflected in the increase in the cropping intensity, which have increased 
from 11 1.1 in 1950-5 1 to 129.9 in 1990-91 (table 2). In the initial stages increase in 
net irrigated area were brought about mainly through canals and wells. According to 
table 3, the percentage area irrigated by these two sources of irrigation in 1950-51 
was 68.5 per cent, which increased 71.1 per cent by 1960-6 1. However after the mid 
sixties a much faster growth was registered by tube well irrigation, which is assured 
irrigation a prerequisite for the successful adoption of HYV technology. By 1990-91 
the proportion of net irrigated area to net sown area increased to 33.59 per cent and 
that of gross irrigated area to gross cropped area to 33.60 per cent. Over and above 
the quality of irrigation has improved that is it has become more assured as compared 
to pre-green resolution period. 

Table 2 : Selected Categories of Land use Classification 

I 

NSA : Net Sown Area, NIA : Net Irrigated Area, PSAI: Percentage of Net Sown Area 
Irrigated 

GSA : Gross Sown Area, GIA : Gross Irrigated Area, PGAI : Percentage of Gross Area 
Irrigated 

$1 : Cropping Intensity 
A 

Source : Indian Agriculture in Brief. I 
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Year 

1950-51 

1955-56 

1960-61 

1965-66 

1970-71 

1975-76 

1980-81 

1985-86 

1990-91 

1994-95 

NSA 

118.75 

129.16 

183.20 

186.20 

140.27 

141.65 

140.00 

140.90 

143.00 

142.82 

NIA 

20.85 

22.76 

24.66 

26.34 

31.10 

34.59 

38.72 

41.86 

47.78 

53.00 

PSAI 

17.56 

17.62 

18.51 

19.34 

22.17 

24.42 

27.66 

29.71 

33.41 

37.11 

CI 

111.1 

114.1 

1 14.7 

1 14.0 

1 18.2 

120.9 

129.9 

126.7 

180.7 

181.7 

GSA 

181.89 

147.31 

152.77 

155.28 

165.79 

171.29 

172.63 

178.46 

185.74 

188.15 

GIA 

22.56 

25.64 

27.98 

30.90 

38.19 

43.36 

49.78 

54.28 

62.47 

70.64 

PGAI 

17.1 1 

17.41 

18.32 

19.90 

23.04 

25.31 

28.84 

30.42 

33.60 

37.54 



Agriculture in India Table 3 : Area Irrigated by Sources 

(Area in thousand hectares) 

Year 
Sources 1950-51 1960-61 1970-71 1980-81 1990-91 

Canals 8,295 10,370 12,838 15,292 16,900 
(39.8) (42.1) '(41.3) (39.5) (35.7) 

Tanks 3,6 1 8 4,561 4,112 3,182 3,245 
(1 7.3) (1 8.5) (1 8.2) (8.2) (6.2) 

Tubewells (a) 185 4,46 1 933 1 14,211 - 
(0.6 j (14.3) (24.6) (29.9) 

Other 5,978 7,155 7,426. 8,164 9,999 
wells (28.7) (29.0) (23.9) (21.1) (21.1) 

Other 2,967 2,440 2,266 2,55 1 3,079 
Sources (14.2) (9.8) (7.3) (6.6) (6.5) 

Total 20,853 24,661 31,103 38,720 47,434 
Net (100.00) ( I  00.00) ( I  00.00) (I 00.00) (100.00) 
Irrigated 
Area 

(figures in the brackets are percentages) 1 
a) included under "other wells" as separate figures were not collected during this year. 

Source: Indian Agriculture in Brief 25th ed., Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India. 

14.4.3 Fertilizers 

Rapid population increases coupled with increasing demand for land for non- 
agricultural purposes has lead to increasing pressure on land. Therefore the major 
emphasis has to be on raising the yield per acre of cropped land and on increasing 
croppi~ig intensity of land used for cultivation. The net sown area is inelastic and has 
not increased much since 1970-71 to 1992-93. It was 140.27 million hectares in 
1970-71 and increased to only 142.51 million hectares by 1992-93 i.e. has grown at 
paltry rate of 0.07 per cent per annum. It has already been pointed out that the new 
varieties are responsive to fertilizer intake. Therefore with increasing dosages of 
fertilizer, the output from traditional varieties grows only to a limited extent, whereas 
the new varieties show increasing yields up to a very high level of fertilizer input. 
The adequacy of the fertilizer supply, is for this reason, considered by many as a 
major pre-condition for the success of the technology associated with the new varieties. 

Traditionally the level of consumption of fertilizer in India has been very low at less 
than a kg per hectare. However it increased to 1.90 kgs per hectare of cropped area 
in 1960-61 to increase to 9.40 kg per hectare at the time of introduction of HYVs 
in India. It nose to around 3 1.83 kgs per hectare of cropped are and touched a all time 
high figure of around 66.5 kgs per hectare in the year 1992-93(table 1). In co~nparison 
other Asian countries like DPR Korea and Japan per hectare application of fertilizers 
is as high as 399.7 kg and 345.3 kgs respectively. Total consumption rapidly increased 
with the introduction of HYV's. The domestic production of nitrogenous fertilizer 
increased from 98 thousand tonnes in 1960-61 to 10438 thousand tonnes in 1994-95, 



but for a large part of the consuinption the i~idian farmers are st111 heavily dependent 
on imports. Fertilizer imports have increased over the years and they are at a level 
of 2.965 million tonnes i.e. around 22 per cent of the total consumption. 

The phenomenal increase in production and productivity in agriculture since the mid 
sixties have been achieved through exploitation of the potential of HYVs with the 
help of increased use of fertilizers. Fertilizers along with better seeds and irrigation 
hold the key to tlie expected achievements. Thus although the importance of increase 
in the use of fertilizers was known from the beginning of the planning, the major 
break through in the consumption of fertilizers came with the introduction of new 
farm technology, which underlined the need for increased availability and use of 
rton-conventional scientific inputs. 

The annual growth rate in the use of fertilizers since 1968-69 is presented on the 
accompanying table. the annual rate of growth in the first four years from 1968-69 
to 1971-72 was in the range 18 to 18 per cent. The pace of growth slowed down 
considerably during the period 1972-74 culminating in 1974-75. That was the period 
of energy crisis; the availability of fertilizers in the world market had shrunk; the 
prices had skyrocketed; ocean freight costs had galloped and profitability of fertilizer 
use had reached a low point. The steep rise in the price of chemical fertilizers had 
a dampening effect on the use of fertilizers. In northern India whe,re selling fertilizers 
was never a problem, sales met with resistant from the peasants. The situation changed 
due to corrective action taken bjl the government, and supported by the industry and 
facilitated by the distinct i~iiprovement in the world situation. 

Massive increase in fertilizer consumption would require a matching effort to 
strengthen the production and marketing infrastructure so as to make the right type 
of fertilizer available to the farmer at right place, at the right time and at the right 
price. It would also need a matching effort in providing strong extension support and . 
makihg available other inputs such as irrigation water, credit and quality seeds to the 
farmers. 

14i4.4 Mechanisa'tion 

Mechanisation is induced by the secular tendency for the biological sources of energy 
to become costlier as compared to mechanical sources. This is due in part to the 
labour saving bias of the technological change as well as increasing ease with which 
capital can be substituted for labour in agriculture. Further with the rise in incomes 
of farmers. the desire to reduce the drudgery of manual work assert itself, Farm 
Mechanisation can give the farmers greater leisure apart from 'making work more 
agreeable. It may even raise the participation rate among those who could afford to 
abstain from the drudgery of manual work. Further, as Hanumantlia Rao has argued 
labour in  the sense of effective energy or efficiency units cannot be abundant when 
food is in  short supply and the cost of labour can rise despite the growth of population. 
Besides these economic compulsions, the presence of mechanical sources of energy 
particularly tractors adds to tlie prestige (status) of farmers. 

Many agricultural economists wo~~ ld  dispute the inclusion of an indivisible factor of 
production like a tractor as a component of the new technology alongside divisible 
inputs like new seeds, fertilizer, pesticides and irrigation. Their opposition follows 
from their narrow definition of the new technology as scale-neutral, which can be 
introduced by both the large and smallholdings alike, whereas the inclusion of tractors 
is likely to give it the appearance of being biased towards the large farmers. However 
in most of the cases where the new technology has been successful, it is difficult to 

Institutional and Techno- 
logical Factors 



Agriculture in India assess its impact independent of the influence of tractorisation. The general experience 
is that the araas which were having a high degree of agricultural mechanisation in 
the past, such as Punjab, Haryana or west Godavary in A.P. were among the first to 

' 

respond favourably to the new high yielding varieties of seeds. 

Many factors have contributed to the growth of tractor use in the country with the 
introduction of the new varieties. On the supply side, the HYV seeds have been 
launched with an accompanying gelierous credit policy , which has made the purchase 
of agricultural ~nachinery easier. However, easy financing cannot by itself explain 
the shift to tractor ownership, since according to available estimates, until 1970 only 
10 per cent of the tractors were purchased with the institutional loans. Most'of the 
money for their purchase came from private sources, part of it from the increased 
profits accruing to the large farmers from the cultivation of new varieties. Another 
important factor was tlie governments decision of liberalizing import of tractors and 
to encourage their domestic production. The number of tractors in the country grew 
in the first twenty years after the Green Revolution from 54 thousand in 1966 to 738 
thousand by 1987 i.e. it has increased fourteen times. On the demand side, the tractor 
is used mainly for three kind of operations - ploughing, threshing and transport and 
in all these operations the tractor replaces both bullock power and human labour. 
Although bullocks serve many functions in a typical rural households in India besides 
their use as a source of energy for ploughing, harvesting, transport and water lifting, 
they are a source of farmyard manure also. However an advantage of the tractor is 
that it saves time and enables a particular agricultural operation to be completed 
within a given time limit. Tlie need for timely ploughing is greater with the new 
seeds and in this tractors are more reliable than bullocks, which takes much longer. 
The tractor is also extensively used as a means of transport for carrying fertilizers, 
seed, crops oukput and even people. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) Describe the food situation in India on the eve of introduction of HYV in 
fifty words. 

2) What was tlie new strategy chalked out in tlie fourth plan to increase production 
explain in three sentences. 

3) Describe the major characteristics of new teclinology in three lines. 



4) Mark 'T' for True or 'F' for false. Institutional and Techno- 
logical Factors 

i) Possibility of increasing production by expansion of area had 
exhausted by mid sixties ( 1  

ii) Mechanisation of agriculture was the niajor plank of the 
HYV technology ( 1  

iii) Success story of HYV programme is limited to rice and wheat 
only. ( 1  

iv) Fertilizer input per hectare in India is higher than DPR 
Korea & Japan. ( 1  

v) Irrigation is a pre-condition for the successful introduction 
of HYV techncilogy ( 1  

- - 

14.5 LET US SUM UP 

At the time of independence. Indian agriculture was dominated by a large class of 
poor peasants and landless laborers. A large percentage of the cultivated area was 
owned by s~nall percentage of rich peasants and landlord-cum-money lenders. The 
inodes of production were primitive. The agrarian relations could be characterised as 
feudal-and semi-feudal. The peasantry was exploited in terms of rack renting, insecurity 

' of tenure, forced labour, usuary ant1 so on. This had led to the impoverishment of the 
peasantry and stagnation of agrictlltural production. Therefore in~mediately after 
independence agrarian reforms were initiated. The reforms were related to the abolition 
of intermediaries, redistribution of land through land ceiling, Security of tenure and 
co~lsolidation of holdings. The agrarian reforms failed to solve the land question 
through abolition of landlordism. Abolition of intermediaries left inequalities of land 
ownership and the position of the sharecroppers landless laborers uncharged. 
Nevertheless it helped to confer permanent, heritable and transferable rights on the 
occupants. The principal objective of tenancy reforms to convert tenants into owners 
of the land they cultivated .could not be achieved. It is now well recognised that if 
redistribution of land was the main objective of the ceiling laws, this was not realized 
at all. 

The food situation in India on the eve of introduction of HYV was alarming. Even 
the pbssibility of importing foodgrains had exhausted due to the uncertainty in word 
supply of foodgrains especially in the face of increasing demand from food deficit 
regions of the world. On the other end possibility of increasing production by expansion 
of area had exhausted and the only option left was to increase productivity. Exactly 
at that time an improved varieties of seeds of wheat and rice, which were more 
responsive to fertilizer and irrigation, became available. This led to impressive growth 
of production of wheat and rice o ~ ~ t p ~ ~ t  by a spectacular increase in the productivities 
of these crops. Expansion of area under high yield varieties of seeds was matched 
by the increasing application of techiiical inputs. The adequacy of the fertilizer 
supply was a major pre-condition for the success of this technology. Another crucial 
input was the assured irrigation. The availability of water all the year round through 
the irrigation networks initially and tubewell irrigation later on not only helped in 
increasing the productivities of the HYV crops but also resulted in increasing cropping 
intensity to increase the per unit productivity of land. Although mecl~anization 
especially tractors and combine harvesters were instrumental in replacing both bullock 
power and hu111an labour nevertheless they had an advantage in saving time by 
enabling certain agricultural operations to be completed within given time, thus 
leading to higher intensity of cropping on the one hand and increasing productivity ' 

by minimising losses 011 the other. 
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Agrarialr Reforms: mean the reforms relating to the abolition to intermediaries, 
redistribution of land through imposition as land ceiling, security of tenure and 
consolidation of holdings. 

Fedual Agrarian Relations: Exploitation of formers in terms of lack renting insurity 
of tenure, forced labour usuary etc. which led to the impoverishment of the peasantry 
on the one hand and the stagnation of agricultural product on the other. 

Abolition of Intermediaries : Removal of intermediaries (zamindar) because 
they exploited the farmers with abolition of intermediaries. A direct relationship 
had been established between the state and the farmer. 

Tenancy Reforms : Means improvement in land tenure system. This reform 
includes (a) security of tenure, (b) regulation of rent, (c) providing ownership. 

Fixation of Ceiling on Land Holding: This is a re-distributive measure, which 
includes redistribution of land among landless agricultural labourers and marginal 
farmers. 
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14.8 ANSWERSMINTS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
EXERCISES 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) See Section 14.2 and attempt your answer. 

2) Agrarian reforms means the reforms relating to the abolition of intermediaries, 
redistribution of land through fixation of land ceiling, security of tenure and 
consolidation of holdings. 

3) Reasons for some success of abolition of intermediaries are : (a) Anti-nationalist 
character of the intermediaries, (b) Prolonged struggle of the peasantry against 
~ a i i n d a r s ,  (c) removal of Zamindars for political power in rural areas, 
(d) providing better basis for admission of agricultural developments. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) See Section 14.4 and attempt your answer. 

2) See Section 14.4 for your answer. 

3) (1) 'r (2) T (3) T (4) T 
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15.0 OBJECTIVES 

This unit introduces you to the role that non-farm services like agricultural credit, 
marketing and warehousing, and agricultural price policy along with public distribution 
system have played in increasing the food grains production and distribution. This 
unit will help you to: 

discuss the role institutional credit can play in increasing agricultural output; 

describe the functioning of the market in the production and distribution of 
agricultural products; 
analyse price policy and its impact on the growth of food grains production; 
and 
evaluate the success of the public distribution system in making food grains 
available to the poor. 

15.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous two units, you have been introduced to the broad contours of the 
Indian agricultural scenario. We saw that Indian agriculture has made rapid strides 
in the last several decades, particularly since the mid-sixties. The two units before 
this dealt with the technological aspects as well as some non-institutional factors 
such as land reforms. This unit will consider, as it were, different factors of production. 
Credit, marketing and pricing are three crucial areas in agriculture. 

The New Technology requires considerable amounts of purchased inputs. This 
necessitates credit for the farmers to obtain those units. Moreover, farmers must me 
assured that what they produce will get a remunerative price, and that they will have 
an incentive to produce further. Thus, price is an important policy variable, and the 
unit has a detailed discussion of agricultural pricing. However, if the price of foodgrains 
is very high so that producers in the agricultural sector have incentive, this high price 
often makes it difficult for the poor to afford food. Hence the government has a 



Agriculture in India responsibility to provide foodgrains at subsidized prices. This brings in the issue of 
Public Distribution System, which gets considerable attention in the unit. The unit 
also has a discussion about the marketing of agricultural production, including aspects 
of storage and transport. 

15.2 ROLE OF CREDIT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE 

15.2.1 The Importance of Credit 

It is a recognised fact that agriculture, like any other industry, needs credit for its 
sustenance, the amount and duration of it depending on the time involved in the 
process of production. The inability cf the agriculturist to carry on his operations 
without credit is a fact proved by history and evidenced by the poverty and 

. indebtednesseof the persons engaged in agriculture. Credit teinporarily transfers 
purchasing power from one individual or organisation to another. It ideally brings 
together substantial financial resources with farm management skills to benefit both 
giver and the receiver. But unfortunately, it may be used in a way, which is damaging 
to one or both parties. 

The role of credit in augmenting agricultural production has been a subject of 
controversy. The limited role of credit in the development of agriculture has been 
attributed to the extreme uncertainties associated with agricultural production and the 
marketing of its produce. 

15.2.2 Role of Credit in Traditional Agriculture 

The nature of agriculture found in India at the time of independence may be termed 
as traditional agriculture. Traditional agriculture is characterised by subsistence farming 
in which the extended agricultural family provides as much as possible for its own 
direct needd of food. Since the entire energy of the farming community is diverted 
for the production of food grains. it is logical that farmers are less market oriented 
and are reluctant to raise cash crops. 

'Those who attribute under developillent in agriculture to socio-cultural factors are of 
the opinion that in a traditional society the expansion of agricultural credit does not 
always bring about an adequate increase in agriculture production. I11 the initial 
stages of agricultural development, credit to farmers will have a predominantly 
consumptive character. Many factors are responsible for this including the subsistence 
nature of the farming. poverty reflected in lack of the food reserves, improvidence, 
crop failures and other calamities, a rapid increase in population, the traditional 
customs of rural life which often involve heavy expenditure for religious and social 
ceremonies. 

In traditional agriculture, the dividing line between l~ousel~old and farm expenditure 
is very thin; and it is impossible to draw a clear borderline between credit for 
consumptive and credit for productive purposes. Thus, the incentives and possibilities 
of using capital for stepping up of agricultural production are very limited in the 
early stages of development. 

However, it will be a folly to underestimate the need for credit in traditional Indian 
agriculture. The farmers try their best to finance these investments out of their own 
resources. Due to acute poverty and cultural constraints, their saving is inadequate 



wliich makes it inevitable for them to depend on outside finances. In the absence of 
institutional provisions, they fall an easy prey to the trap of tlie ~noneylenders who 
provide them credit at an exorbitant rate of interest knowing fully well that farmers, 
cannot pay back tlie amount in any circumstances. To quote the All-India Rural 
Credit Survey, "If credit is sometimes fatal, it is often indispensable to the cultivators. 
Tlie agricult~tral credit is usually the least institutional and most dispersed of all types 
of finance". 

There is nothing wrong or peculiar in Indian cultivators borrowing, but the over- 
dependence of the farmers on landlords-cum-moneylenders-cum-traders and diversion 
of credit for consuniptiotl purposes aggravates tlie poverty of the farmers and the 
state of India11 agriculture to a large extent. The evils associated with the credit from 
these moneylenders prompted the government to introduce legislation to drive them 
out of business and free the agriculturists from their clutches. It was realised that 
these non-institutional agencies should be replaced by the institutional agencies to 
provide credit to the agricultural sector. 

15.2.3 Role of Credit in Modern Agriculture 

In modern agriculture, the farmer assumes the role of an entrepreneur whose approach 
to production does not essentially differ from that of the industrialist. Agriculture 
becomes fi~lly commercialised and the farmer produces for the market, being guided 
by the profit motive. 

Tlie 'new technology' often called tlie Green revolution, about which you read in 
Unit 13, may be 'divided into two categories: one depending on biological sources of 
energy and the other on mechanical sources of energy. Biochemical technology is 
'land-augmenting' and 'labour absorbing' in nature. It continues to employ tlie 
traditional implements aloiig with the human and animal labour but makes sufficient 
use of irrigati6n, fertiliser and high yielding varieties of seeds. 

Mechanical technology displaces liuman and animal labour and makes use of machines, 
like tractors, threshers, liarvest co~nbines etc. to carry out agricultural production. 
This type of teclinology is 'labour displacing' in nature. 

In the event of such a situation, the credit institutions have to enter the field and play 
dynamic role in  modernising agriculture and increasing productivity. 

Agricultural credit demonstrates a clearly dynamic character when a major portion 
of it is utilised for financing the new 'technology package'. Agricultural development 
is a complex and inter-related problem. One should not overlook the fact that 
agricultural credit is only one of the many factors playing a part in the complicated 
process of stepping up agricultural production. Tlie FA0 study team rightly observed 
that far from being a panacea, credit was not even the harmless patent medicine, 
wliicli it was often tliought to be. Nevertheless credit from institi~tional agencies have 
a positive role to play especially in tlie context of new technology and because of 
relatively less burden it puts on the farmers can make it a good source for augmenting 
land productivity. Besides credit from institutio~ial agencies is not' exploitative in 
nature like that from money lender-cum-traders. 

The term 'institutional agencies' includes those institutions which are under the 
official control of tlie govern~nent in  laying down tlie terms and conditions associated 
with the provision of agricultural credit. Tliese institutio~is come under the direct 
control of tlie governmeut in directing the flow of rural credit in a broad policy 
fi-amework, wliicli is colisiste~it with tlie process of national planning and development. 

Non-Farm Services 



Agriculture in India With these technological clia~iges the importance of capital in agricultural production 
in India has been rising remarkably e specially where HYV and the intensive 
development programmes have been in progress. As a consequence the demand 
curves for purchased inputs, e.g., seeds fertilisers, pesticides, irrigational infrastructures, 
agricultural machinery and equipment, etc. have shifted upwards leading to increased 
outlays by farmers on various inputs. The marginal value productivity of capital in 
agriculture having increased, the farmers have come to depend more and more on 
borrowed capital or external finances (table 1). This has given new dimensions to the 
problems of agricultural credit. 

The institutional agencies are in a better position than the non-institutional agencies 
to appreciate these social needs and act accordingly. Among the institutional agencies, 
the co-operative credit societies keep a place of pride providing agricultural credit 
after being re-organised from time to time to suit to the requirements of the Indian 
agriculture. The All India Rural Credit Review Committee made the assessment of 
requirements of agricultural credit and the possibilities of the co-operatives fulfilling 
this requirement. Keeping in view the gap between the total resources of the co- 
operatives on tlie one hand and the growing demand for credit in the agricultural 
field on the other, the committee considered it necessary to bring agencies such as 
commercial Banks, including the State Bank of India and its subsidiaries, in the field 
of agriculture credit. Thus the 'multi-agency' approach to rural credit was initiated. 

With the nationalization of 14 major com~iiercial banks in July 1969 and the six 
others in 1980, tlie conimercial banks have, no doubt, become more responsive to the 
needs of agriculture. After nationalisation, the banks opened a large number of 
branches in rural areas and have increased their advances to these areas considerably. 
However, the introduction of commercial banks into the rural sector could not fully 
meet the requirements of agricultural credit in a satisfactory mdnner. As a result a 
new agency, RRBs, (Regional Rural Banks) was created with tlie purpose of filling 
up tlie gaps in Rural Credit Structure. 

15.3 ROLE OF MARKETING IN AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Traditional agrarian societies are highly self-sufficient at the village level and even 
at the level of individual households. Hence in societies at this stage of development, 

- the demand for commercial marketing services such as the transport, processing.and 
storage of food, is extremely limited. But as a consequence of economic growth and 
development, the volume of economic resources devoted to marketing of agricultural 
products inevitably grows. 

Marketing and production are interdependent. Producers must be convinced that a 
remunerative market exists for their products, particularly 'new' products, before 
they can be induced to produce commercially. An attractive market prospect combines 
a 'good' price with an assured sales outlet. This simple self-evident truth has some 
ti~nqs been overlooked in agricultural development planning. 
Develapment of agricultural marketing on proper lines is imperative for sustaining 
the growth of agricultural production. An efficient marketing system must ensure 
best possible returns for tlie produce to the farmer, minimum incidental costs and 
r~aspnalple prices to the consumer. The system must be capable of mopping up the 

g marketable surplus, developing a systematic mechanism for price 
and fostering competition. It is generally believed that the indigenous 

and traditional modes of private marketing system for agricultural products in India 



is exploitative, economically inefficient and operates with high profit margins. 
However, recent research lias confirmed that the private food grains marketing in 
India operates quite efficiently by standard economic criteria of a perfect market. 

Unlike the rapid increase in production in the post green revolution period, the 
distribution system has not developed adequately to cope with the increased production. 
The perusal of history of economic development reveals that the investment in the 
development of market structure lagged behind the development of production 
technology and in most cases adversely affected the production trends. Thus, enough 
resources have not gone into the improvement of market structure, which was needed 
to provide incentives for increasing agricultural production. Ruttan and Hayami stressed 
that market structure reforms are an important pre-requisite for successful agricultural 
development. Increased agricultural productivity, however, will not translate into a 
proportionate increase in the level of real income in an economy with an inefficient 
distribution system. Hence, tlie economic need for an efficient marketing set up is 
imperative. 

Agricultural planners should realise that unless there is an efficient marketing system, 
the economic incentives cannot reach the producers. The basic aim of an orderly 
marketing system sliould be to ensure that the producer realises a reasonable price 
for his produce. Secondly he should not be subjected to traditional malpractices and 
should pay as little as possible for the services of marketing of his produce. Unless 
these basic criteria of marketing are met and an orderly marketing environment is 
built, the majority of agricultural producers, who are mainly small and marginal 
farmers, will remain deprived of the just price of their produce. 

Production and marketing of produce are interdependent in the sense that products 
in the field have no value unless they are converted into a consumable form and . 
reach the ultimate consumer at his convenience. Since the greater part of farm output 
in many countries is not consumed by the people who produce it, it must, like 
industrial products, be sold to satisfy the consumers' demand. There is an increasing 
awareness that it is not enough to produce a crop; it must be marketed. Marketing 
of agricultural products is a process, which starts with a decision to produce a 
saleable farm commodity. It involves an integrated market system, both functional 
and institutional. 

15.3.1 Marketing Efficiency , 

Agricultural marketing should not be misunderstood merely as an exclialnge process 
between sellers and buyers whereby tlie prices of commodities (agricultural 
commodities in this case) by the forces of demand and supply. Marketing is a 
process that takes place on the supply side of tlie market. It is a process whereby, 
given the prices of agricultural commodities , these commodities are souglit to be 
made available to consumers through various means, and consumers are sought to be 
persuaded to consume these. Since tlie demand for agricultural commodities is 
generally inelastic, the marketing process usually involves assembling, grading, storage, 
and transportation and distribution activities apart from the pre and post-harvest 
operations. In some cases, packaging is gaining in importance. With development, 
marketing gradually becomes more complex than a simple producer-consumer 
relationship. Various intermediaries come in between these two extremes to facilitate 
marketing. Producers are the people who feed the marketing system and as such they 
are the people most affected by its inefficiency. From the producers' viewpoint an 
efficient marketing system is one, which gives maximum returns from products sold 
after deduction of minimum market charges so as to induce further production of 
these products. 

\ 
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Agriculture in India It would be useful to distinguish between 'technical efficiency' and 'economic 
efficiency'. Technical efficiency relates to such matters as mechanisation and 
rationalisation of individual work processes. To be technically efficient, a marketing 
structure would have to utilise the best method available for every marketing job and 
to use these methods with maximum effectiveness. Economic efficiency, on the other 
hand, reflects the efficiency of the functioning of the marketing system. An 
economi~ally eff~cient marketing system will ensure that tlie physical savings realized 
in improvements in the handling of the product are traiisinitted to producers as well 
as consumers in the form of reduction in money costs. It involves the elimination of 
wastes, high costs and exploitative profits. the principal means of ensuring this 
eliminatio~i is the pressure of competition. The more nearly perfect a market is, the 
closer it is to an economically efficient one and the stronger would be the possibility 
for minimising waste and exploitation. an economically efficient marketing system 
therefore must ensure highest possible returns for the produce to the farmer, minimum 
incidental costs and reasonable prices to the consumers. 

In general, economic efficiency implies operational and pricing efficiency. Operational 
efficiency refers to the input-output ratio and focuses on reducing costs in the 
performance of physical marketing functions, e.g., storage, transportation, etc. The 
pricing efficiency refers to the situation where tlie sellers get the value of their 
produce and the consumers receive the value of their money. Pricing efficiency 
improves the buying, selling and pricing aspects of the marketing process so that it 
remains responsive to consumer directives. Uniform pricing over the entire market 
area is an important attribute of pricing efficiency. Over the years, the policy-makers 
have emphasised more on the pricing efficiency to protect both the producers and 
consumers from the,exploitation of the middlemen. 

In India, agricultural markets being viewed as imperfect, exploitative and unhelpful 
to the deirelop~nent of agriculture, has been gradually changing over the years. 
However, the general belief that traders in  these markets manipulate prices through 
malpractices and reap excessive profits, has not much changed. However, some 
researchers recently have found that most agricultural markets are benefiting farmers 
and contribute substantially to the economic development process. It lias been observed 
that agricultural commodity market, though, appears to be competitive, but is restrained 
by recurring uncertainties. these uncertainties are related to supply and demand of 
agricultural commodities, especially in seasonal periods when supplies are not 
sufficiently available to carry out necessary adjustments after demand changes are 
recognised. As a result the short run prices may be above or below the expected 
levels, which cannot be achieved under pure competition. It is imperative that 
arrangemehts should exist for efficient movements of the farmers' produce to the 
consumers and for adequately and timely supply of superior inputs to the farmers. 

In terms of farmers' economic benefits from the operations of the marketing system, 
it is essential that an efficient marketing system is brought about by regulation of the 
marketing system through rules and norm formulated by society. Where society 
itself is unable to ensure the operation of these norms, government attention has been 
focussed on agricultural marketing reforms since 1879. However, creation of an 
orderly and efficient marketing system will go a long way in benefiting the producers 
as well as consumers. 

A major breakthrough in agriculture marketing reforms took place after the creation 
of regulated markets in most of the states. These regulated markets function with 
clear-cut rules and regulations with regard to open auctioning and fixed marketing 
charges including those for various operations. These markets generally provided 



adequate infrastructure in terms of marketing yards and succeeded in reducing many 
illegal exaction earlier cl~arged by the traders. 

15.3.2 Warehousing and Storage 

For efficient management of food economy, the governme~it set up in 1965 the Food 
Corporation of India. It undertakes procurement, storage, imports, transport and 
distribution operations. Storage function is equally important for managing the India's 
food economy. However there is a lack of information on who stores how much 
grain and for how long is not available for most of the commodities. It is well known 
that large farmers all over the country also possess storage facilities to certain extent, 
but it is not possible to ascertain the quantitative magnitude of tlie stored commodities 
at the farm level and the duration of storage. The behaviour of wheat market arrivals 
confinns that medium and large farmers in the Punjab and Haryana stored considerable 
quantities of wheat. Rice millers arrange for storage facilities as a part of the lay out 
of; mill, but for various reasons data on the quantities stored by them are not available. 

Private traders are the most prominent as far as storing is concerned. However there 
are no estimates available of the magnitude of storage by them. Some researchers 
have tried to estimate the length of storage for different commodities and also the 
extent of storage losses sustained. Besides farmers and traders considerable quantities 
of grain are stored by central and state governments in their warehouses as also in 
storage space hired from other private and public agencies. The major government 
agency storing food grains is the Food Corporation of India, while the prominent 
government agencies renting out stcrage space are the central and state warehousing 
corporations. 

There is an urgent need for developing on-farm storage facilities in the surplus areas. 
The government has already formulated a scheme for this purpose, which should 
help in promoting orderly marketing of agricultural produce. There is, however, 
another dimension to this problem. The deficit states need to be assured they could 
get all the grain they want all the year round for feeding their public distribution 
system. This can best be done by strengthening storage facilities in the deficit area 
to form an integral part of the National Food Security System. Storage facilities 
should be further expanded in the cooperative sector. The cooperative storage 
programme is an integrated one and aims at providing facilities for distributing 
agricultural production requisites, marketing of agricultural produce and supplying 
essential consumer goods. 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) Explain tlie role institutiowl credit can play in modern agriculture in fifty words. 

2) Explain the role the efficient market can play in agricultural progress in fifty 
words. 
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15.4 AGRICULTURAL PRICE POLICY 

Agricultural prices have shown a tendency for wide fluctuations in inter and intra- 
year. The three main factors responsible for these fluctuations are : 

a) relatively low price elasticity of demand for agriculture commodities. 

b) biological nature of agricultural production. 

c) seasonal nature of the agricultural industry i.e. the output becomes available at 
particular timeltimes in a year. 

'The price elasticity of demand for agricultural commodities is not only lower than 
that of most industrial products but also even less than unity in most cases. As most 
of tlie agricultural commodities are essential for survival therefore their demand is 
la  elastic, although it is less inelastic in developing economies than in developed 
. momies. Therefore in a drought year, there is decline in production, the rise in 

!ices will be more tlian proportionate to change in production. Similarly in a year 
01' i)umper harvest, prices will decline more than proportionately to increase in 
production. It means tliat 1 percent increase in supply would result in more tlian 1 
;>crcent decline in price and vice versa. 

Apall from the constraints that the biological nature of production imposes on achieving 
the desired level of output, production in tlie agriculti~ral sector cannot be adjusted 
as rapidly as is possible in the case of factories. The time lag between the changes 
in agricultural productiori capacity and the resultant output makes the matching of 
supplies with demand all tlie more difficult, particularly over the short periods. 

This is particularly true about those developing econo~nies tliat have a low price 
elasticity of supply. It is this inelastic nature of supply and demand tliat causes severe 
fluctuations in agricultural prices in  developing economies. This is because of tlie 
fact that there are millions of producers big as well as small in the agricultural sector, 
scattered all over tlie country, each believing that tlie demand for his product is 
perfectly inelastic, without releasing that the demand for aggregate agricultural products 
is  highly elastic. Agricultural production experiences year-to-year variations due to 
weather conditions. Secondly tlie production of most of the agricultural coni~nodities 
is seasonal ; that is tlie output arrives in  particular period which over swaliips the 
liiarket where as consi~mption is evenly spread over tlie whoIe year. In such a situation 
tlie prices of agricultural commodities would naturally be depressed during tlie post 
harvest period and would tend to rise during tlie period of lean supply when tlie 
farmers have sold out most of their produce. 

15.4.1 Functions of Agricultural Prices 

Agricultural prices have three important functions (a) to allocate resources (b) to 
distribute incomes and (c) to induce capital formation. 

a) Agricultural prices give signals to producers as well as consumers regarding the 
level of production and consumption changes in  tlie relative prices of tlie various 
agricultural commodities affect the allocation of resources among agricultural 
co~nmodities by tlie producers and allocation of expenditure on consumption of these 
goods by the consumers just to elaborate if tlie price of a give11 co~nmodity increases 
relatively to all other agricultural commodities, then the producers would be allocating 
more resources, i.e. lalid and other inputs, for tlie production of that co~nmodity. So 
the extent substiti~tio~~ is possible, consunlers would try to substitute high-priced 
commodities by cheaper commodities. 



Agricultural prices, on the one hand determine the income of the farmers and on the N o n - F a r m  Services 

other, affect thk level of living of the people living in otlier sectors of the economy 
as agricultural com~nodities form part of the wage goods. changes in agricultural 
prices k u s  affect the transfer of income between agricultural and non-agricultural 
sectors of the economy. 

15.4.2 Evolution of Agricultural Price Policy in India 

Agricultural price policy in India had evolved through two distinct phases. Policy 
upto 1965. The price poiicies originated during tlie war to deal with the proble~ns of 
inflation and acute food shortages. These policies were consumer oriented and 
attempted to stabilize prices at relatively low levels so as to keep down the cost of 
living as well as to control inflation. These policies included (i) procurement by the 
government of locally available surpluses of food grains at procurement prices wliicli 
were lower than market prices; (ii) iniports of food grains; and (iii) equitable 
distribution of available supplies to consumers at least in the statutory or partial 
stationing. these policies were continued till June 1952 when a policy of gradual 
relaxation of controls and a shift to free trade was undertaken. This change in the 
policy was mainly due to the realisatio~i that the continuing food crises was likely 
to be perpetuated in a~; artificial manner as a result of the high commitments undertaken 
by the Government on the one hand and the difficulties of procurement on the otlier 
hand. The real solution is not i~nports or contiols on procurement and distribution but 
substantial increase of production within the earliest possible time that can solve the 
Indian food problem. It may be pointed out that import of food grains during the 
period 1951-52 to 1964-65 and their distribution at prices substantially below the 
open market prices. this helped in stabilizing the prices even in the wake of shortages 
nevertheless it killed the incentive to produce more thus leading to stagnation of 
production. Therefore the tliird plan initiated a price policy keeping in view the 
interests of consumers as well as producers so as to give a boost to the production. 

In recognition of the importance of assessing reasonable output prices to the farmers, 
in  order to motivate them to adopt improved technology and to promote investment 
by them in the farm enterprises The agriculti~ral prices commissio~i was established 
in 1965 for advising the government on agricultural price policy on continuing basis. 
The thrust of the policy in 1965 was to evolve a balanced and integrated structure 
to meet tlie overall needs of the economy and with due regard. to the interests of the 
producer and the consumer. The Commission was required to keep in view. 

a) the need to provide i~lcentive to tlie producer for adopting technology and for 
rnaxi~nising production; 

b) tlie need to ensure national utilization of land and other production resources; 
and 

C) the likely effect offspring on the rest of the economy particularly on the cost of 
living, level of wages, industrial cost structure, etc. 

In 1965, the liigliest priority was to maximise production since the country was 
passing tlirougli a critical shortage of food grains. When an overall balance between 
demand and supply was in sight in 1980, the criteria for Commission were modified; 
and the Con-umission was called u p o ~ ~  to consider; 

a) the need to provide incentive to the producer for adopting improved teclinology 
and for developing production pattern broadly in tlie light of national requirements; 

b) the need to ensure national utilization of land. water and other production 
resources; 



Agriculture in India c) the likely effect of the price policy on the rest of the economy particularly on 
the cost of living, level of wages, industrial cost structure, etc. 

d) terms of trade between agricultural sector and non-agricultural sector. 

15.4.3 Public Distribution System 

It is commoli for governments in many countries, developed or developing, to provide 
in  some form or the other, food grains, and other essential items of consumption, to 
tlie vu~lnerable sections of population, variously defined, at subsidised prices. In 
India, public distribution has been an important instrument in the management of 
food economy since 1939 when public distribution was initiated. 

Tlie b:oad objectives of PDS in India have been three fold: 

a) to provide minimum quantities of food grains to vulnerable consumers (with 
high income elasticity and low price elasticity) on a year-to-year basis so as to 
maintain per capita food availability and stabilise consumption in the face of 
variations in food production; 

b) to stabilise prices by supplying food grains through PDS at prices, which are 
below market prices and thus act as an anchor to inflation; 

c) to transfer.income to the low-income consumers to raise their nutritional standards 
and thus act as an anti-poverty measure. 

One can view PDS either as a tool of macro-economic management or as an anti- 
poverty device. In the former, the main concern of the policy-makers is management 
of shortages and droughts, rationing, imports, ensuring availability in the face of 
fluctuiations in output, checking food-inflation and keeping wage bills low. 

As an anti-poverty device, PDS aims at transferring incomes to low-income persons 
and the programme becomes more targeted towards poor personslareas. It aims at 
raising nutritional standards of vulnerable groups of persons and ensuring household 
level food security. 

The PDS has evolved through three distinct phases. In tlie first pliase (since its 
inception to the beginning of the green-revolution), it was mainly concerned with 
e~isuring adequate supplies to urban consumers and with overall management of 
shortages through rationing and imports. In the second phase (till end seventies), 
supplies became comfortable and the PDS was seen as the consumer counterpart of 
public procurement programmes. In the third pliase (eighties), government launched 
wage employment programmes to ensure economic access to food. Income transfer 
through these programmes became the main feature of PDS in the 1980s with renewed 
emplrasis on backward (such as tribal) areas. the anti-poverty stance of PDS has 
become more sharply focussed in recent years. 

15.4.4 Trends in Public Distribution 

The average quantity of rice and wheat distributed through fair price sliops during 
1965-67 was about 9 million tonnes, which went up to 15.8 million tonnes during 
198&-90. At this level, it amounted to 18.6 per cent and 15 per cent of net combined 
availability of the two commodities. Wheat distribution accounted for as much as 
42.5 per cent of its availability in 1965-67 and rice 11.2 per cent. During 1988-90, 
the sihare of wheat distribution in availability was 17.3 per cent and that of rice 14.5 
per cent. Total public distribution has recorded significant increases since 1980. this , 

is largely contributed by rice, which experienced technological breakthrough and 
regigtered quantum jump in production. ; The share of wheat in total distribution., 



which was as high as 66 per cent in 1965-67, declined to 45 per cent in favour of 
rice in 1988-90. 

Statewide distribution shows that Kerala, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal 
and Delhi are significant recipients of food grains. Their combined share in rice and 
wheat distribution was about 48 per cent in 1990 through their share in the population 
below the poverty line was only 26 per cent in 1987-88. In contrast, shares of Bihar, 
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Orissa and Uttar Pradesh are relatively small. Together 
they shared less than 16 per cent of rice and wheat though their share in the poor - 
population was about 52 per cent. 

Per capita distribution of cereals (rice and wheat) increased from 17.22 keg. in 1973- t 
74 (average of calendar years 1973-74) to 21.74 kg in 1988-89. Distribution of wheat 
registered a decline from 1 1.16 kg. to 10.14 kg. but was more than compensated by 
increase in distribution of rice from 6.06 kg. to 11.6 kg over the same period. 
However, there are state-level differences. 

For some states, share of PDS supplies in per capita consumption is high reflecting 
high degree of dependence on centre for food supplies. We have estimated this 
degree of dependency at two points of time, 1973-74 and 1988-89. It is defined as 
per capita distribution as a percentage to per capita consumption of rice and wheat. 
There are vast inter-state differences in the degree of dependence. Nearly half of 
consumption in Kerala and Maharashtra in 1973-74 was contributed by public 
distribution. Between the two points of time, some states show sharp increase in the 
shares (most notably Tamil Nadu) while others show a decline (sharpest being in 
Maharashtra). 

1 Check Your Progress 2 

1) What role do you envisage for warehousing and storage in agricultural 
development in fifty words? 

2) What are the functions of agricultural prices in an Economy. Explain in fifty 
words. 

3) What role the Public Distribution System has been playing in making food 
available to the poor? Explain in fifty words. 

Non-Farm Services 



Agriculture in lndia 
4) Briefly give an account of the operation of the Public Distribution system in 

India. 

15.5 LET US SUM UP 

This unit was the third and last one on the agricultural sector in India. The unit 
lookkd at non-farm services in agriculture. These were institutional services, such as 
marketing and credit. The unit also looked at two non-farm services that are important 
components of the government's policy in agriculture. These are the price policy 
about agriculture and the public distribution system which aims at providing essential 
food-grains to the poor at subsidised prices. 

The unit discussed the importance of credit for agriculture and described the-major 
sources of credit-both institutional and non-institutional. Then the unit went on to 
describe the scenario regarding marketing of agricultural goods. After this we talked 
about the importance of price policy for agriculture and examined how the govemment 
uses price policy as an incentive for the farmers to produce more and to increase the 
marketed surplus. The other set of prices that are important is the price that the poor 
are required to pay for the goods they purchase. The poor are often unable to pay 
the market price and the government subsidises the price. This imposes a cost on the 
govemment and the government has to have a suitable policy regarding the public 
distribution system. The unit described the working of the public distribution system 
in India. 

- - 

15.6 KEY WORDS 

Agricultural Price Policy: a policy package by the government to assure farmers 
of minimum, or support price and procurement price to induce them to enhance 
production. 

Issue Price: the price at which ration shops are to sell food-grains under the 
public distribution system. 

Non-institutional Credit: credit provided by moneylenders, nidhis etc which are 
outside the formal credit providing agencies such as banks, cooperatives, RRBs, 
NABARD, etc. 
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15.8 ANSWERS/HINTS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
EXERCISES 

- -- 

Non-Fsrm Services 

Check Your Progress 1 

1)  See Sub-section 15.2.3 and answer. 

2) Read Sub-section 15.3.1 and answer. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1 )  See Sub-section 15.3.2 and answer 

2 )  See Sub-section 15.4.1 and answer 

3) See Sub-section 15.4.3 and answer. 




